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This thesis describes the design and physical realization of a novel branching continuum
robot, aimed at inspection and cleaning operations in hard-to-reach environments at depths greater
than human arm lengths. The design, based on a hybrid concentric-tube/tendon actuated continuum
trunk core, features two pairs of fully retractable continuum branches. The retractable nature of the
branches allows the robot to actively change its topology, allowing it to penetrate narrow openings
and expand to adaptively engage complex environmental geometries. We detail and discuss the
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Robotics is currently an active and rapidly evolving discipline. Within robotics, the topic
of continuum robots has emerged over the past few years to establish continuum robotics as a new
and useful form of robot. This thesis introduces and details research, prototyping, and testing of a
new type of continuum robot.
1.1 Continuum Robotics
Continuum robots are biologically inspired robots with smooth bodies [8] that often mimic
snakes [9], elephant trunks [10], octopus arms [11], tongues, tails [12], worms, and vines [13]. They are
often made of compliant materials to maximize bending capabilities. Their maneuverability differs
from “conventional” rigid link robots in that they can bend at any point along their structure. It is
important to note that the structure of a continuum robot is frequently referred to as the “backbone”
despite their sometimes invertebrate nature [3]. While rigid-link robots, much like human arms, can
only achieve finitely indexed configurations due to their finite number and location of joints (such
as the human elbow, wrist, and shoulder), continuum robots have (theoretically)-infinite degrees of
freedom (DOF). This feature allows them to take on a much wider range of configurations necessary
for a given application or task at hand. Summaries of early developments in the field of continuum
robotics have appeared in [3], [8], and [14].
Features such as a high level of backbone compliance and infinite backbone DOF allow con-
tinuum manipulators to be used for grasping irregularly-shaped objects using their entire backbone,
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just as an elephant would with its trunk [8], [10]. However, conventional rigid-link robots can only
manipulate objects using their specialized end effectors (grippers). This high level of dexterity allows
continuum robots to adapt to the shape of an object being grasped. In addition, this dexterity can
also allow them to avoid collisions with obstacles in complex environments. This ability is essential
in navigating tight, hard-to-reach spaces that conventional robots could not. Therefore, continuum
robots are also well-suited for inspection applications in congested spaces.
Most continuum robots developed so far have been at a relatively small scale (less than 1
m in length). This scale coupled with the high maneuverability make continuum robots an optimal
choice for numerous medical applications [15], the area in which continuum robots have made the
biggest impact to date.
1.2 Concentric Tube and Branching Continuum Robots
The medical field has been one of the main application arenas thus far for continuum robots
[15]. Designed to assist in minimally-invasive surgery and diagnostics, these continuum robots are
very small. One of the most common designs used in the medical field is the concentric tube design.
These robots consist of a set of precurved concentric tubes that can rotate and extend with respect
to each other, similar to the way a telescope extends [16], [17]. This design allows the shape of the
robot to be controlled by merely rotating these tubes with respect to one another without relying
on actuators within the body or tendons to guide it. The need to extend/retract and bend in a
carefully engineered way to navigate the confined, often unreachable, spaces inside the human body
is satisfied by this technology. Sears and Dupont present a steerable needle concentric tube design in
[16] that addresses the need to steer a needle around bony/hard or sensitive (fluid-filled) structures
during percutaneous procedures. They report that in order to minimize the damage to tissue during
the procedure, it is advantageous for the robot to generate its own bending forces (achieved through
the precurved tubes) instead of relying on the surrounding tissue environment. Such robots are
designed for specific applications utilizing their dexterous, yet still limited, range of configurations.
For surgical purposes, this is sufficient because the curves of the tubes are engineered for navigation
in predetermined environments. Such environments may include arteries during intracardiac recon-
structive surgery [16], umbilical cords during blood sampling [18], tissues of the brain and liver [18],
[19], as well as cerebral ventricles within the brain [20] - in all of which the environmental topology
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and constraints are already known.
Another design seen for continuum robots in the medical field are those with branching
elements [21], [22]. These can prove advantageous in minimally invasive, single port access (SPA)
surgeries where the need to operate multiple tools in a confined space presents challenges [23]. Since
the goal is to minimize the size and number of incisions (entry points) on the body (hence the term
minimally invasive), all of the branches containing tools must enter through one access location
(single port access). Simaan et. al. present and evaluate an insertable robotic effector platform
(IREP) which can be deployed through a 15 mm incision for SPA surgery [24], [25]. The IREP has
two surgical arms and a third that manipulates a stereo-vision module that tracks the instrument
location. To achieve simplicity of actuation, each backbone extension/retraction is coupled. This
gives the ability of one arm to be pulled while the radially-opposing arm can be pushed by the
same amount [25]. While this simplifies deployment and operation in the surgical field, it limits the
overall dexterity and topology of the system. The IREP can also access up to a 50 mm Cartesian
workspace, which is sufficient for delicate surgeries but does not scale well to larger applications.
While a majority of continuum robots developed have been significantly less that one meter
in length, some larger scale varieties have been demonstrated. The OctArm is a multi-section, soft
continuum robot developed for whole-arm grasping in open-air and underwater [11]. Constructed of
McKibben pneumatic artificial muscles (PAM), the OctArm is approximately 83 cm long and can
extend to a length of approximately 1.33 m. In [13] and [26] for example, thin continuum “Tendril”
robots of length over one meter are detailed, designed to be deployed for in-space exploration of
complex areas that are not easily accessible. The only example of a truly large-scale continuum
robot to date is the EMMATM manipulator [27], [28] which was a 52.5 ft (16 m) hyper-redundant
manipulator aimed at waste tank remediation. EMMATM used a tower system which lowered the
entire 5-stage arm into the area of access and had a motor drive to enable it to rotate along the tower
axis. However, this system was designed for a specific task and therefore is not easily generalized to
other applications.
Given that the only domain in which branching (parallel) continuum robots have been
developed/used is the medical field, the key motivation for the work described in this thesis was
to expand this feature to larger scales, out of the human body (where the body structure provides
support) and to a wider range of potential applications.
3
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis presents a novel design for a branching continuum robot and demonstrates the
performance capabilities of a hardware prototype [29] of the design. The core body of the robot is
a relatively large scale hybrid concentric-tube/tendon actuated continuum structure, referred to as
a “trunk.” An original prototype of the trunk was restricted to the structural hardware and basic
actuation of connected motors via three-position rocker switches [1]. The motors lacked encoders
so no position feedback was used to control them. Provided with a mechanical proof of concept of
this robot, the goal of the research reported in this thesis was to fully “robotize,” or automate, the
system with closed-loop control and further expand its design and capabilities via adding retractable
“branches” to the trunk. This required the development and testing of prototypes of the branches
integrated with the trunk. The result is the first branching concentric tube continuum robot at a
large scale (greater than 1 m).
The following chapter describes the improvements made to the original robot trunk, as well
as the design and development of the prototypes of two sets of branches. Chapter 3 discusses the
software and kinematic model implemented to control the system. Chapter 4 details the performance
of the branches through basic experiments involving inspection and cleaning tasks. Chapter 5
describes several applications and supporting experiments with the system in which the further
potential of such a novel type of robot is demonstrated. We demonstrate the robot performing
representative tasks exploiting its branches, taking advantage of its variable topology and the ability
to adapt to different environments. Chapter 6 presents conclusions drawn from the experiments





2.1 Overview of the TREE robot
The TREE (Tree Robot for Extended Environments) is a large-scale continuum robot (in
comparison with medical continuum robots of comparable design) designed for applications in hard-
to-reach environments. The core structure of the TREE is a “trunk” comprised of three concentric
tube sections: the base (referred to as the proximal section), the middle, and the tip (referred to
as the distal section). Each of the sections is actuated in part by two cables, or tendons, spaced
180◦ apart. By changing the lengths of these tendons, the sections can bend within a 2-dimensional
plane. The middle and distal sections are further remotely actuated to rotate 360◦ about their
central axis. This allows them to rotate the plane of bending and access a full 3D workspace. These
two sections are also translated via linear actuators to extend and retract with respect to the other
sections, allowing the robot to deploy in variable and deep environments (Figure 2.1). The TREE
has a higher payload capacity than that of its thin continuum counterparts due to its size and the
materials with which it is constructed. With a maximum reach of 1.8m (all sections fully extended),
it is the first concentric tube robot, to the best of our knowledge, developed with a backbone length
greater than 1 meter.
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Figure 2.1: Design Concept of Trunk Robot [1]
2.2 Trunk Improvements
As stated in Chapter 1, the original prototype of the TREE’s trunk, shown in Figure 2.2,
had a very basic control mechanism [1]. The motors actuating the tendons did not have encoders and
therefore no position feedback was available. The only method of control was a set of three-position
rocker switches to change the direction of the motors (left or right for forward or backward) or make
them stop (middle position). The control box is circled in red at the bottom of Figure 2.2, located
under the robot. While this was a simple solution to moving the trunk, this control mechanism was
designed merely for a mechanical proof of concept of the TREE.
The next logical step for the project was to upgrade the actuators to encoded motors. This
is where the efforts discussed in this thesis began. We selected high torque DC servo motors from
Rhino Motion Controls [30] to actuate the tendons on each of the three sections of the trunk, as well
as handle the rotation of the middle and distal sections. These motors, shown in Figure 2.3, are 12 V,
10 RPM industrial grade motors that have metal gearboxes with high quality metal gears. Providing
a torque of 120 kg-cm (1666.5 oz-in), they are strong enough to handle the significant forces required
to actuate the tendons. Their relatively slow speed was also desirable for safety reasons due to the
large size of the TREE. Another advantage of using these motors is the built-in motor drivers which
reduced the external circuitry required. They also support multiple communication methods such as
UART, I2C, PPM (pulse-position modulation), and analog signals which provide absolute (32-bit)
motor position control and accurate speed control. In addition to having integrated 0.2◦ resolution
optical encoders, the motors also have built-in closed loop PID control. The proportional (P),
integral (I), and derivative (D) parameters came factory tuned, but users have the ability to modify
and even reset the values back to factory settings. This feedback was an essential specification of the
6
Figure 2.2: The Original Prototype of the TREE [1]
new motors. For our application, we chose to use serial communication via UART to communicate
with them.
On the original prototype of the TREE (Figure 2.2), the tendons actuating the middle and
distal sections were routed through their respective “collars” before reaching the motors. These
“collars” are parts made using additive manufacturing (3D printing) that attach the ends of the
sections to their corresponding pillow block bearings and sprocket-chain mechanisms for rotation.
The motors were mounted to the rear “wings” of the collars and the tendons exited the sides of
the collars to spool onto the motors, as shown in Figure 2.4. Due to the exit angle of the tendons,
the motors were mounted at an angle to allow the tendons to wind smoothly without catching on
the lips of the spools [1]. However, an issue with this design was that the high torque required to
actuate the tendons caused the cables to rub against the collars and fray. To solve this issue, the
collars for each section were modified to allow the tendons to run completely through the collars
and exit the rear of the parts. Since the large actuation torque of the tendons also caused the wings
of the collars to flex, the mounting location of the motors was moved to the back side of the wings.
Any tendencies of the motors to flex under high torque are hindered by the wings, as the motors
were forced against them. New motor mounts were designed in SolidWorks [31] to fit the new Rhino
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Figure 2.3: Rhino Motors with Spools
motors and attach to the new collars via a “T” slot attachment (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). This enables
the motors to be easily removed if needed. The new collars and motor mounts were 3D printed and
installed on the TREE as shown in Figure 2.7. Custom spools were designed in SolidWorks and 3D
printed to provide secure, consistent places to store excess tendon cable while actuating the TREE.
The spools are also shown in Figure 2.3.
Another improvement made to the original TREE was the addition of ultrasonic distance
sensors to track the position of the linear actuators, which extend and retract the middle and distal
sections. Without these sensors (shown at the top of Figure 2.8), there was no way for the TREE’s
software to know the current positions of the middle and distal “carts.” The middle section cart
is shown in Figure 2.9. Close monitoring by the operator of the TREE was previously essential to
ensure these carts did not collide with the front or back of the robot’s frame, or each other. With the
distance sensors providing the distance (in cm) of the middle and distal carts from the front and back
of the robot respectively, software limits were implemented to prevent physical interference. Since
the sensors use sonar to determine proximity/distance, we installed flat panels of aluminum-plastic
composite material to give the waves a constant surface from which they could reflect back to the
sensors. The panel for the middle section can be seen at the top of Figure 2.8 (and at the top of
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Figure 2.4: Original Middle Collar Prototype [1]
Figure 2.5: Modified Middle Collar
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Figure 2.6: Rhino Motor Mount with “T” slot
Figure 2.7: Side View of the TREE Actuation Package - Middle Collar is Purple, Distal Collar is
White
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Figure 2.8: Ultrasonic Distance Sensor with Wave Reflecting Panel
Figure 2.3).
2.3 Branch Design
The next step in the research was to provide the TREE trunk with branching capabilities.
The design concept implemented for the branches features two pairs of branches, two “elbows”
and two “feelers,” as shown in Figure 2.10 [29]. Each branch is individually actuated and fully
retractable. The main purpose of the “elbows,” described further in the following paragraph, is
to provide support for the trunk of the robot. Therefore, they are deployed from the proximal
section of the trunk. The purpose of the “feelers” is to provide a means of closer inspection of the
end effector (tip of the robot), as well as perform small scale manipulation. Therefore, they are
deployed from the distal section. Each pair of branches is fully retractable, which allows the TREE
to actively change its topology. The TREE is the first continuum robot to possess this capability to
the best of our knowledge. In their fully retracted states, the branches allow the TREE to navigate
narrow openings as a single continuum element - the trunk. Once through such openings, they can
be extended, causing the robot to expand in and engage complex environments in novel and useful
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Figure 2.9: Middle Section “Cart” for Extension/Retraction
ways.
The inspiration for the “elbows” comes in part from the way low hanging tree branches
often grow towards the ground and use it for support as they continue to grow. An example of this
behavior is found in the branches of the Angel Oak Tree on Johns Island, South Carolina, U.S.A.
(Figure 2.11) [2]. In a horizontal orientation of the trunk, due to the flexibility of the materials
with which it is built, its tendency is to sag due to gravity. The elbows were designed to stiffen
and support the trunk as it extends. The elbows themselves were constructed of 3D printed spacers
(diameter of 3.2 cm) with six teeth on top and bottom as shown in Figure 2.12. The tops of the
Figure 2.10: Design Concept of Trunk Robot with Branches
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Figure 2.11: Inspiration for “elbows” found in nature – Angel Oak Tree (Photo courtesy of TripAd-
visor [2])
spacers are male fittings and the bottoms are female to allow them to interlock. For the backbones,
we selected 20 in. (0.51 m) long compression springs with outer diameters of 0.375 in. (0.0095
m). They have a deflection of 10.69 in. (0.272 m) under a maximum load of 5.63 lbs (2.55 kg).
Each spacer has three tendon holes, 120◦ apart, and tapping through the center to allow them to
be screwed onto the spring, as shown in Figures 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15. With compression springs as
backbones, the branches remain dexterous as demonstrated in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. The spacers are
designed in the shape of a wedge (one side is taller than the other). This causes the top faces to be
inclined, forcing the branches to take the form of a predefined curve when fully compressed, creating
an elbow shape as shown in Figure 2.18. To simplify the compression of the spring (stiffening of the
elbow), we attached one end of a 1.5 mm diameter carbon fiber tube to the end cap of the branch
and ran the tube down the center of the spring (Figure 2.13). This tube could also be replaced
with a single cable/tendon to achieve a higher level of compliance before the spring is compressed.
The branch is compressed by simply pulling this tube/tendon. As the springs compress, the elbows
stiffen, and the spacers lock together to form a rigid structure which can support the weight of the
trunk. This feature will be discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 2.12: Single “Elbow” Spacer
Figure 2.13: Rear View of Support Branch Revealing Spring Backbone
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Figure 2.14: “Elbow” Support Branch Relaxed
Figure 2.15: Closer Look at Elbow Support Branch
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Figure 2.16: Demonstration of Dexterity of Support Branch
Figure 2.17: Constant Curvature Verification of Support Branch
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Figure 2.18: Shape Formed by “Elbow” When Spacers Interlock
The “feelers” are adapted versions of the Tendril [13] developed previously by our group.
The Tendril design is a thin concentric tube backbone actuated remotely by tendons. These branches
use the same diameter carbon fiber tubes (1.5 mm) as the middle section of the Tendril and are
actuated by four tendons. The tendons are routed through 3D printed spacers, each with a diameter
of 8 mm, fixed at intervals of approximately 2 in. along the carbon fiber tubes. Three tendons are
spaced 120◦ apart and terminated at end caps (diameter of 9 mm). The fourth is threaded between
two of those tendons and terminated approximately 1 ft. (0.3 m) from the tip of each branch. This
allows the branches to produce more complex configurations by creating a quasi second section.
These vine-like continuum branches, shown in Figure 2.19, provide dexterous inspection capabilities
when equipped with a camera, such as viewing the end effector from different angles. They can also
perform cleaning tasks on a very small and delicate scale, which will be discussed in Chapters 4 and
5.
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Figure 2.19: First Prototypes of Tendril Branches
2.4 Branch Development and Integration
In order to integrate the Tendril branches into the distal section of the trunk, the goal was to
find a suitable material in which to house the branches when retracted. The challenge was choosing
a material that was flexible enough to not restrict the bending of the sections but sturdy enough to
permit extension and retraction of the branches. We found thin-walled, chemical-resistant tubing
with an inner diameter of 716 in. (0.011 m) to be the optimal solution. We modified the design of
the spacers for the distal section to allow this tube to run alongside the PEX tubing that forms
the distal trunk section as shown in Figures 2.20 and 2.21. Since the 3D printed spacers required
modification, we updated the design to include conical shapes (previously achieved by modified
plastic funnels [1]) to improve structural integrity and aesthetics. We also replaced the original steel
ball bearings, which reduced friction as the distal section extended/retracted inside of the middle
section, with Delrin (plastic) ball bearings (Figure 2.20). This modification reduced the weight of
the distal section and therefore the gravitational effects on the TREE as a whole. We constructed
an entirely new distal section (Figure 2.22) to accommodate the necessary changes to incorporate
the branches while keeping the original section intact for future experiments.
The holes incorporated into the new spacers to hold the branch storage tubes were designed
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Figure 2.20: New Distal Section Spacer Design
Figure 2.21: New Distal Section Spacer Design with Double Cones
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Figure 2.22: Old (left) and New (right) Distal Sections
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Figure 2.23: Folded Branch Storage Tube During Installation
to have a very low tolerance. Therefore, it was difficult to install the storage tubes. As shown in
Figure 2.23, the tubes had to be folded in half in order to easily slide into place. Keeping the tube
folded down the full length of the distal section (Figure 2.24) required constantly working the fold,
which encouraged it to maintain its shape. Tape was often used to keep the folds in place. Figure
2.25 shows the distal section with one storage tube installed. The disadvantage of folding the tubes
during installation is they have to be expanded back to their original cylindrical shape to prevent
any hindrance to the Tendril branches. To regain this form-factor, a 38 in. diameter wooden dowel
rod was inserted into the tubes (Figure 2.26) which removed the folds.
To allow the Tendril branches to emerge from their housing, we cut a slot in the branch
housing approximately 11 in. (0.28 m) from the tip of the distal section. We originally cut the slot
on three sides, leaving the end closest to the tip of the robot intact. This created a flap that could
be folded down into the slot to double as a ramp to help guide the branches in and out of the tubes
during extension and retraction. However, this flap was not very stiff and not able to resist the force
needed to extend each branch.
As a result, the difficulty of keeping the flap in place (even after gluing) presented the need
for a better solution. We decided to create rigid ramps that would mount (glue) on top of the tube
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Figure 2.24: Folded Branch Storage Tube During Installation (full view)
Figure 2.25: Distal Section with One Branch Storage Tube
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Figure 2.26: Expanding Previously Folded Storage Tube
flaps. The material for the ramps needed to be thin enough so that a lip would not be present where
the ramp met the bottom of the tube. Such a lip would create a place where the Tendril branches
would catch as they extended. The material selected was 132 in. thick acrylic. This sheet of acrylic
was thin enough to mold into a desired shape using a heat gun, as well as create a minimum lip
inside the tube. To create the ramps, small rectangles approximately 34 in. x
1
2 in. were cut out
of the sheet. A 38 in. diameter wooden dowel rod about 5 in. long was used to create a mold for
shaping the ramps. Starting approximately 1.25 in. from one end of the dowel, that same end was
rounded gradually to the outside edge using a grinding wheel. Then, using vise grips, the small
piece of acrylic was centered and secured over the rounded end of the dowel. Using a heat gun,
the plastic was heated enough to mold it around the dowel to form the desired shape of a ramp, as
shown in Figures 2.27 and 2.28 (although the earlier versions depicted here are longer than the final
ramps that were installed). The edges of the ramps were sanded down to create a tapered effect and
reduce the likelihood that the Tendril branches would get caught on the ramp edges. The ramps
were installed by gluing them to the tops of the previously cut flaps as shown in Figures 2.29 and
2.30.
With the new distal section built, the branch storage tubes in place, and the ramps installed,
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Figure 2.27: Shaping Ramp for Tendril Branch Deployment
Figure 2.28: Side View of Ramp Revealing its Curvature
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Figure 2.29: Hole in Tube and Ramp for Tendril Deployment
Figure 2.30: Hole in Tube and Ramp for Tendril Deployment (front view)
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Figure 2.31: New Distal Section with Extended Tendril Branches (top view)
the next step was to verify the smooth extension and retraction of the branches. Using the Tendril
branches shown in Figure 2.19, we tested the branch actuation by hand. Testing was done with the
distal section still removed from the robot, as well as with it partially reinstalled. Figures 2.31, 2.32,
and 2.33 show the branches extended, and Figure 2.34 shows the branches fully retracted. After
some experimentation, it became evident that the Tendril branches had a tendency to get caught
on the lips (tops of the entry/exit slots) of the distal section spacers when retracting. This issue
needed to be resolved before introducing any form of motorized actuation for these branches. We
decided to design conical spacers for the Tendril branches, similar to the ones on the newly built
distal section. Designed for the same purposes of smooth extension and retraction of the distal (and
middle) sections of the TREE, we felt confident enough in this potential solution that we moved
forward with the construction of two new Tendril branches.
Since most of the branches remain inside of the storage tubes at all times, the conical spacers
were only necessary at the distal portion of the branches that would protrude from the trunk when
extended. Therefore, the new branches were constructed with 12 conical spacers at the distal end
and the rest (approximately 22) are the normal flat, disc-like spacers. As with the Tendril in [13]
and the first versions of the branches, the spacers are JB Welded onto the carbon fiber tubes. As
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Figure 2.32: New Distal Section with Extended Tendril Branches
Figure 2.33: New Distal Section with Extended Tendril Branches (side view)
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Figure 2.34: New Distal Section with Fully Retracted Tendril Branches
previously mentioned in Section 2.3, the spacers are placed approximately 2 in. apart. The JB
Weld allows a reasonable amount of work time since it sets in 4-6 hours and cures in 15-24 hours.
However, care must be taken to ensure the spacers are evenly spaced and aligned (shown in Figures
2.35, 2.36, and 2.37) throughout the construction process and before the JB Weld sets. Once all of
the spacers were placed on the carbon fiber tube, a single tendon threaded down the length of the
branch and fixed to a rigid surface and/or stationary object at one end was used to ensure all of
the spacers remain aligned (Figure 2.35). Figure 2.38 shows one of the branches before the tendons
were strung. After the JB Weld fully cured, the tendons could be strung (Figure 2.39).
With the construction of two new Tendril branches complete (Figure 2.40), we tested the
branch extension and retraction by hand as before. Figures 2.41 and 2.42 show the extension of the
branches from the distal section of the trunk while it is still removed from the main robot. Figure
2.43 shows the branches partially deployed when the distal section is installed on the TREE. They
moved on and off the ramps very smoothly. Also, further testing proved that the conical spacers did
help guide the branches back into the storage tubes during retraction.
Each branch is actuated by four tendons, as described in Section 2.3, and a linear servo
assembly (Figure 2.44) for extension and retraction. These assemblies (one for each Tendril branch)
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Figure 2.35: Beginning to Align the Tendril Spacers
Figure 2.36: Aligning and Measuring Tendril Spacers
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Figure 2.37: Aligning Tendril Spacers (full view)
Figure 2.38: Tendril Branch with Spacers Before Tendons
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Figure 2.39: Tendril Branch with Tendons Routed
Figure 2.40: Final Prototypes of Tendril Branches
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Figure 2.41: Tendril Branch on Top of Ramp
Figure 2.42: Tendril Branch Deploying Using Ramp
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Figure 2.43: Distal Section with Tendril Branches Partially Deployed (Using Ramps)
are each mounted on either side of the distal section PEX tubing (Figure 2.45). The core of the linear
servo assembly is a “Single Perpendicular 785 Gear Rack Kit” from ServoCity [32]. This kit consists
of a servo with a metal gear attachment, a plastic gear rack, an aluminum support beam, a servo
carriage assembly that helps the servo maintain contact with the gear rack, and the necessary nuts
and bolts for assembly. The kit comes with a multi-rotation Hitec HS-785HB servo which allows for
up to 9.6 in. of travel. Through preliminary testing, we discovered that the servo could potentially
travel farther than the gear rack kit allowed. The nuts and bolts holding it together seemed to
prevent it from traveling off either end of the gear rack. However, in order to maximize the reach
of the Tendril branches, we wanted to maximize the servos’ distance of travel as much as possible.
According to the Hitec servo specs, when provided the maximum PWM signal it can handle, the
servo can complete approximately 8 full revolutions (actually 7.85). With a gear circumference of
1.57 in. the maximum distance of travel for the servos is 12.32 in. To achieve this larger travel
distance than the stock configuration, we had to make the gear rack assembly longer. To do so, we
cut one extra gear rack and an extra aluminum support beam in half and bolted them onto a full
length gear rack assembly. This created an assembly that was 1.5 times the length of the stock parts













Figure 2.44: Tendril Branch Actuation Assembly
to hold the two pieces together, the servo would not be able to travel past those bolts. Therefore, the
acrylic pieces of the servo carriage designed to secure the servo to the gear rack, were modified. The
slots into which the gear rack assembly slide were modified as shown in Figure 2.46. The progression
of the modifications flows from right to left. After this modification, the servos were able to travel
over/past the nuts and bolts to achieve a maximum travel distance.
The motors chosen to actuate the tendons for the Tendril branches are Pololu 12V DC 20
mm diameter metal gearmotors [33]. At 12V, these motors run at 29 RPM and provide a torque of
70 oz-in (5 kg-cm), which is limited to this value by the gearbox. These motors were ordered with
extended shafts on which we installed Pololu magnetic encoder kits. The high torque and small
form-factor of these motors were desirable features in the tendon actuators. A motor package was
designed using SolidWorks to hold four motors, one for each tendon per branch, and mount to the
servo carriage of the linear servo assembly as shown in Figure 2.47. Two of these motor packages
were 3D-printed (one for each branch). Spools on which to store the tendons were also designed in
SolidWorks. The spools were designed in two halves that snap together. The holes for the screws
used to attach the spools to the motor hubs run down the center so that they are not visible. The
tendons are tied to one of the screws on the inside of the spool before it is snapped together and
screwed onto the hub. The tendon sits in a groove notched out of the inner part of the spool as
shown in Figure 2.48.
With the linear actuation of the servo providing the extension and retraction for the branches
and the motor package providing tendon actuation, the only other design challenge left to solve
was how to attach the backbone of the Tendril to the servo carriage (and therefore the tendon
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Figure 2.45: Linear Servo Assembly for Tendril Branch Extension/Retraction
Figure 2.46: Modification of Linear Servo Carriage (Progressing from Right to Left)
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Figure 2.47: Left Tendril Branch Actuation Package Assembled and Wired
Figure 2.48: Tendril Branch Tendons Attached to Spools
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Figure 2.49: Push/Pull Dowel for Tendril Branch - Branch Mounting End
motor package). A simple solution which really worked well was a 38 in. wooden dowel rod cut to
approximately 3 in. long. On one end of the dowel, a small hole was drilled into the center just large
enough to fit the end of the carbon fiber backbone of the Tendril branch inside as shown in Figure
2.49. On the other end, an off-centered hole was drilled and a bolt with its head sawed off was glued
into that hole using JB Weld (Figure 2.50). The hole was off-centered to ensure the Tendril branch
would be aligned with the entrance to the branch storage tube (Figure 2.51) as well as to prevent
the dowel from catching on one of the bolts on the gear rack assembly. A modified bolt was secured
in the other end to allow the dowel to be screwed into the side of the servo carriage, causing the
Tendril branch to be connected to the actuation package for extension and retraction. Since the
tendons would be routed from their small, 8 mm diameter spacers directly to their respective spools,
we determined that there should be a tendon spreading piece which slides over the dowel and not
only acts as an intermediate piece between the tendons (Tendril end) and the spools, but also helps
line up the tendons with the spools as shown in Figures 2.52, 2.53, and 2.54.
Before the Tendril branch actuation packages could be mounted, the distal section of the
trunk had to be modified slightly. As shown in Figure 2.55, several of the distal section spacers
needed to be removed before the assemblies could be installed. Each actuation package attaches
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Figure 2.50: Push/Pull Dowel for Tendril Branch - Servo Carriage Mounting End
Figure 2.51: Tendril Branch Alignment with Storage Tube via Linear Servo Assemblies
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Figure 2.52: Top View of Tendon Spreader Aligning Tendons with Spools
Figure 2.53: Spool Orientation and Tendon Routing
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Figure 2.54: Spreading Tendons and Spooling - Closer View of Alignment
to a modified version of the distal section spacers. The only difference is small notches under each
storage tube hole into which the gear rack assemblies rest and securely bolt. Also, because of the
large length of the middle collar, the travel distance for the servos would be limited. Therefore,
we decided to 3D print new, shorter collars for the middle (Figure 2.56) and distal (Figure 2.57)
sections of the TREE. We gained 3.25 in. of workspace between the middle and distal “carts” (for
linear actuation) by shortening the middle collar and we gained 3.1 in. of retraction distance for the
distal section by shortening its collar.
Through careful testing and experimentation with PWM ranges for the linear servos, these
branch actuation assemblies provide a maximum extension of approximately 11.25 in. (0.286 m) for
each Tendril branch from their fully retracted positions. Also, the tendon motor packages securely
travel with their respective servo carriage. They manage to keep the entire actuation assemblies
from interfering with the distal section tendon which runs between them as shown in Figure 2.58.
They allow each tendon to be independently actuated to achieve dexterous bending of the Tendril
branches as shown in Figures 2.59 and 2.60.
Similar accommodations were made to integrate the support branches (elbows) into the
proximal section of the trunk. The same chemical-resistant tubing, with a larger inner diameter of
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Figure 2.55: Rebuilding Distal Section to Accommodate for Branch Actuation Package
Figure 2.56: Shorter Middle Collar
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Figure 2.57: Shorter Distal Collar
Figure 2.58: Tendril Branch Actuation Packages Fully Installed
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Figure 2.59: Left Tendril Branch Bending Outward via 3rd and 4th (shorter) Tendons
Figure 2.60: Left Tendril Branch Bending Inward via 1st and 4th (shorter) Tendons
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1.5 in. (0.04 m) was used to store the branches. We attached them to the bottom of the base section
spacers, one offset to the left of center and the other to the right as shown at the top of Figure 2.61.
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Figure 2.61: TREE with All Branches Extended
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Chapter 3
Software Development and Control
Issues
In Chapter 2, the improvements to the original TREE trunk were detailed to involve the
motor upgrades to the Rhino DC Servo motors. The introduction of closed-loop position feedback
to the system made it possible to begin designing a user interface for the TREE. This chapter details
those software efforts.
3.1 Real-Time Sensing and Software Issues
When controlling the trunk, the Rhino motors provide the ability to command it to move to
a certain configuration via specific encoder counts (motor positions) sent to the motors. The encoder
counts are always zero when the system is first powered on. So if the operator wants to “reset” the
TREE to its original position/configuration, all that has to be done is send commands for all of the
motors to go to count zero. This behavior works as expected as long as the robot remains powered
on until it returns back to its original state. If for any reason, the emergency stop (e-stop) button
has to be pressed killing all power to the system, the TREE remains in its current configuration.
However, when power is restored to the system, the encoder counts are back to reading zero even
though the robot is in a “non-zero” configuration.
To improve this, we needed to be able to save the current state of the TREE at regular
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intervals and even on command. The memory needed to be non-volatile and persistent so that
information would not be lost when the robot is powered off. After investigating options such as
using an SD card shield to save encoder counts to a file on a SD card, we decided to take advantage of
the on-board EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) memory on the
Arduino Mega, which is used to control the trunk. The Mega has about 4 KB of EEPROM storage
on-board which was sufficient for our purposes. Arduino has an open-source EEPROM library that
made interfacing with the memory a matter of executing “read,” “write,” or “update” commands.
There are several important notes to make about the Arduino Mega EEPROM. First, each
memory address can only store 1 byte. Because there are negative encoder counts that are used
frequently, the necessity to store negative numbers shifted the range of storable values from [0 to 255]
to [-128 to 127]. To be able to save larger encoder values, they would need to be stored over multiple
addresses (like upper byte and lower byte), or be scaled down before saving them to memory. We
decided to go with the latter. The encoders of the Rhino motors read 1800 counts per revolution
[30]. Due to the construction of the TREE trunk, the assumption that no motor should ever need to
travel greater than one revolution was a safe one. Therefore, assuming a maximum possible encoder
count of 1800 that may need to be stored, we decided to scale the encoder positions down by a factor
of 15 before saving them to EEPROM. For example, if the count to be stored was 1800, dividing this
value by 15 first yields 120, which is a value that can be stored within 1 byte of memory. It falls in
the range described above. Another important note is that the Arduino EEPROM has a finite life.
It is only specified to handle approximately 100,000 write/erase cycles for each memory location.
The number of reads from each location are unlimited. To extend the life of the EEPROM, we chose
to use the update() function instead of write() when storing values in memory. Doing so only allows
the board to write to memory if the value to be stored is different than the one currently stored
in that location. It would also be beneficial to shift the chosen memory locations periodically to
ensure the 100,000 cycle life expectancy is not reached at an early date during the life of the TREE.
In the control code for the TREE, the encoder values are scheduled to be updated in EEPROM
approximately every minute. However, a command was also implemented that allows saving to be
manually triggered when necessary.
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3.2 Kinematic Model Implementation and Modification for
the Trunk
The ability to store motor (encoder) positions was crucial before beginning to implement
any form of kinematics model for the TREE. Forward kinematics herein is a mathematical model-
based approach to take encoder counts and tendon lengths in the actuator space and represent
them in terms of the shape of the robot via a homogeneous transformation matrix. The forward
kinematics model we implemented on the TREE is the Jones Model, described in [34]. Jones uses a
modified version of a method called the Denavit-Hartenberg convention, which is commonly used to
implement a forward kinematic model for rigid-link robots, to simulate the kinematics of continuum
robots. The shape parameters used in the Jones Model are defined as arc length (s), curvature (k),
and rotation out of the plane (φ).
For the TREE, because it is a multi-section robot with the configuration of each section
defined by a separate (s,k,φ), a homogeneous transformation matrix must be formed for each of the
sections. The final transformation matrix describing the shape/configuration of the entire trunk is
the result of those three section matrices multiplied together. On the TREE, s is straightforward to
calculate. By definition, the arc length would be the length of the continuum element. Therefore, we
define s for each section of the trunk as the bendable length. The bendable length of the proximal
section is simply its physical length. The length of the middle section is measured from the point it
emerges from the proximal section tube. It is important to remember that due to the linear actuator
attached to the middle section, it has the ability to extend or retract and change its length. This
no longer poses a problem to sense due to the addition of the ultrasonic distance sensors which keep
track of how much (and in which direction) the middle section moves. s for the middle section just
must be updated based on the current distance reading. A similar procedure is used to describe the
distal section of the TREE. However, one unique characteristic that we did not initially consider is
that as the middle section changes length, the effective length of the distal section changes regardless
of whether or not is has been actuated. Therefore, we could not merely determine the length of the
tip section based on the reading from the distance sensor.
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where l1 and l2 are the lengths of the tendons in cm, and d is the radius of the section (tube)
in cm. Therefore, in order to calculate the curvature, we needed a way to relate changes in encoder
counts to changes in lengths. We considered trying to predict this change by using the inner radius
(to determine circumference) of the spools to calculate the changes in length based on how much
the motor was turned. We ultimately decided against this due to the non-uniform way in which
the tendons wind onto the spools. It would be difficult to accurately represent this unpredictable
behavior, and performing the calculations under the assumption that the winding is uniform would
produce inaccurate results as well. Therefore, we conducted an experiment in which the change
in length of a tendon was recorded for every 100 counts of rotation of one of the Rhino motors.
The results, shown in Figure 3.1, reveal that this relationship is nonlinear. We generated a best fit
quadratic, shown as the dotted line in Figure 3.1, to approximate the function that represents the
data.
The equation for the best fit quadratic is
y = −6E−07x2 + 0.0034x+ 0.068 (3.2)
where x is the encoder counts and y is the change in length, ∆l.
The shape parameter, φ is also straightforward to determine for each of the sections of the
TREE. The angle of rotation out of the x-y (left-right) plane can be determined using the current
encoder counts of the rotational motors for the middle and distal sections. The proximal section
cannot rotate. To determine the relation between revolutions of the motors and revolutions of the
actual trunk sections, the gear reduction ratios had to be calculated. The gears attached to the
motor shafts of the middle and distal sections have 11 teeth. The sprocket on the 3D printed middle
section collar has 45 teeth. Therefore the gear reduction ratio can be calculated as follows:
Middle section gear reduction ratio =
45
11
= 4.09 : 1 (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Data Relating Encoder Counts to Tendon Lengths
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This means that in order for the middle section tube to complete 1 full revolution, the motor
(attached to the sprocket via a chain) must complete 4.09 revolutions. With the motor encoders
having 1800 counts per revolution (CPR), the total number of encoder/motor counts required for 1
revolution of the middle section is
4.09 ∗ 1800 counts = 7362 counts (3.4)
Similarly, the distal section’s sprocket has 24 teeth. Therefore, the gear reduction ratio of
the distal section can be calculated as follows:
Distal section gear reduction ratio =
24
11
= 2.18 : 1 (3.5)
As with the middle section, this means that in order for the distal section tube to complete 1 full
revolution, the rotational motor must complete 2.18 revolutions. Since this motor’s encoder also has
1800 CPR, the total number of counts required for 1 revolution of the distal section is
2.18 ∗ 1800 counts = 3924 counts (3.6)
Finally, φ must be expressed in radians using the fact that each motor turns 0.2 degrees per count
(since there are 1800 counts per revolution). With this parameter, degrees can be converted to
radians. It is also important to note that the convention in the field of robotics is a counterclockwise
(CCW) rotation is represented using a positive angle. Therefore, φ is positive for a CCW rotation.
Since the base section cannot rotate, we decided to use the Planar Model [3] shown in Figure
3.2 to best approximate the kinematics for this section. This planar concept approximates the kine-
matics of a continuum robot based on that of a planar RPR (revolute-prismatic-revolute) rigid-link
robot. Using this model and the shape parameters defined above, the homogeneous transformation
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Figure 3.2: Planar Concept (RPR) [3]
matrix of the proximal section of the TREE is
[H03 ]proximal =

cos(sk) − sin(sk) 0 1k (cos(sk) − 1)
sin(sk) cos(sk) 0 1k sin(sk)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

(3.7)
The middle and distal sections can rotate out of the x-y plane, so we elected to use the
Spatial Model [3] shown in Figure 3.3 to best approximate the kinematics for these sections. The
spatial model approximates the kinematics of a continuum robot based on that of a spatial RRPR
(revolute-revolute-prismatic-revolute) rigid-link robot. Using this model and the s, k, φ shape
parameters defined above, the homogeneous transformation matrices of the middle and tip sections
are




cos(φ) cos(sk) − sin(φ) − cos(φ) sin(sk) 1k (cos(φ) − cos(φ) cos(sk))
sin(φ) cos(sk) cos(φ) − sin(φ) sin(sk) −1k (sin(φ) − sin(φ) cos(sk))
sin(sk) 0 cos(sk) 1k sin(sk)
0 0 0 1

(3.8)
The upper left 3x3 matrix of Equations 3.7 and 3.8 is the Rotation Matrix describing the
shape/configuration of that particular section of the trunk. The upper right 3x1 matrix is the
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Figure 3.3: Spatial Concept (RRPR) [3]
Translation Vector, which describes the x, y, z coordinates of the end effector (i.e. the end of
that section). To calculate the overall homogeneous transformation of the entire TREE, the three
matrices given in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 are multiplied together as mentioned previously. The
resulting transformation matrix for the TREE is
[H]TREE = [H
0
3 ]proximal ∗ [H04 ]middle ∗ [H04 ]distal (3.9)
As with the section matrices, the upper left 3x3 matrix of Equation 3.9 is the overall Rotation
Matrix describing the shape/configuration of the entire TREE trunk. The upper right 3x1 matrix
is the overall Translation Vector, which describes the x, y, z coordinates of the end effector (i.e. the
tip of the TREE). Validation experiments of the kinematic model were conducted on top of a 10 cm
x 10 cm grid as shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6.
3.3 Integrating the Tendril Branch Actuation Packages
The control circuitry of the TREE had to be modified extensively to integrate the Tendril
branch actuation packages. Since the encoders for the Pololu branch tendon actuation motors are
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Figure 3.4: Original Trunk Prototype on 10 cm x 10 cm Grid
Figure 3.5: Original Trunk Prototype on 10 cm x 10 cm Grid (top view)
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Figure 3.6: Middle and Distal Sections in “S” Configuration
traditional quadrature encoders, they require two interrupt pins on the Arduino to detect the edges
of the signals on each channel (A and B). The Arduino Mega only has 6 interrupt pins and the
branch actuation motors required at least 16 interrupt pins. Due to the need for more interrupt pins
and the fact that a majority of the digital pins on the Mega were already being used by the trunk,
we decided to control the branches using an Arduino Due. To ensure the functionality of the robot
was that of one cohesive system (trunk and branches), we set up the Due to communicate serially
with the Mega. The Mega was established as the master device and the Due as the slave. This
way, all of the control commands and position/configuration feedback for the trunk and branches
could be handled via the Mega’s Serial Monitor alone (Serial Monitor must be set to “Insert Newline
Character”). A simple preceding character “>” informs the Mega that the following command is to
be sent to the Due.
One important hardware modification that was required stemmed from the fact that the
Mega uses 5V logic while the Due uses 3.3V logic. Therefore, the TX (transmit) signal from the
Mega had to be stepped down to 3.3V before being connected to the RX (receive) pin of the Due. A
simple voltage divider circuit consisting of R1 = 1 kΩ and R2 = 2 kΩ was used to step the voltage
down to 3.3V.
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The results of the above effort enabled closed-loop control of the TREE. In the following




In this Chapter, we describe experiments conducted to evaluate the baseline performance
of the TREE. In tests prior to the work reported in this thesis, static load tests of the trunk had
been performed, which established the static load capacity of its three sections as 11 lb (5 kg) for
the proximal section, 8 lb (3.6 kg) for the middle section, and 2.5 lb (1.13 kg) for the distal section
[1]. However, no tests of force capability during operations had been conducted.
We therefore conducted experiments to demonstrate the capability of the system to apply
force with the tip during novel cleaning tasks in a simulated environment. An empty aquarium, of
dimensions 48 in. x 18 in. x 20 in. (122 cm x 46 cm x 51 cm), raised approximately 18 in. (46
cm) above the floor was used for the cleaning environment. The robot was positioned to enter the
aquarium from the top as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The first task was to maneuver the cleaning
tool in a back-and-forth, sweeping motion along the bottom of the tank. Once this was achieved,
the goal was to repeat this motion while extending the distal section to apply pressure and simulate
a scrubbing action. We measured the maximum force applied by the cleaning tool to be 3.13 lbf
(13.9 N), without restricting the maneuverability of the robot (Figure 4.3).
After the successful scrubbing demonstration in an easily accessible location, we proceeded
to perform the more difficult task of scrubbing an edge and corner of the tank, as shown in Figure
4.4. The cleaning tool was maneuvered by the robot along the bottom edge of the aquarium toward
the corner, pressed into the corner, and used a sweeping motion to remove the collected debris.
While the goal of this experiment was to demonstrate the dexterity of the robot, the scrubbing
experiments explore its pushing/pressing capabilities while performing tasks such as cleaning.
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Figure 4.1: Original TREE Trunk Prototype Cleaning Tank
Figure 4.2: TREE Cleaning Tank Wall
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Figure 4.3: Maximum Force Applied by End Effector While Cleaning Tank - Scale Reads 1417.6 g
Figure 4.4: TREE Scrubbing a Corner of the Tank
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Figure 4.5: TREE Equipped for Small-Scale Cleaning and Inspection with Tendril Branch
Additional experiments were conducted to demonstrate the capability of the overall inte-
grated system in novel inspection and cleaning tasks as described in [29]. We attached a small paint
brush to the tip of the robot (Figure 4.5) to use for cleaning the walls of the empty aquarium (Fig-
ure 4.6), serving as a surrogate for a glove box wall. A glove box, shown in Figure 4.7, is used for
handling and experimenting with radioactive materials or objects previously exposed to radiation as
described in [4]. While the aquarium was dusty, we used a dry erase marker to make highly visible
marks to clean as shown in Figure 4.8. Due to the small size of the brush and the large size of
the TREE, it would be difficult to guide the brush to a desired location. Therefore, the goal of the
experiment was to use an Enable, Inc. minnieScope –XS [35], 1.4 mm diameter camera deployed at
the tip of one of the Tendril branches (shown in Figure 4.9) to help us guide the tip and perform
close inspection of the environment (aquarium). Using this camera, we were able to guide the paint
brush to the marks and clean them. The left half of Figure 4.10 shows the tip of the robot “holding”
the paint brush, as well as the Tendril branches (one of which contains the camera). The view of
the inspection camera housed by the branch is shown in the right half of Figure 4.10.
We also tested the supporting ability of the elbows. To verify their effectiveness, we tested
their stiffening capabilities under the weight of the TREE itself as reported in [29]. With both
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Figure 4.6: Simulated Glove Box Environment for Small-Scale Cleaning
Figure 4.7: Example of a Glove Box [4]
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Figure 4.8: Post Cleaning/Inspection Experiment
Figure 4.9: Inspection Camera Deployed in Tendril Branch
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Figure 4.10: Using a Tendril Branch for Inspection While Cleaning
the middle and distal sections approximately halfway extended, we took measurements with and
without using the support elbows. We measured the distance between the end of the base section
and the shelf over which the robot was to reach to be 4 78 in. (12.38 cm). With the elbows extended
and stiffened as shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13, the distance between the robot and the shelf
was 5 38 in. (13.65 cm). From this, we could conclude that the elbows improved the robot support
by approximately 10.3%. The deployed elbows made the system visibly more stable than when they
were not deployed.
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Figure 4.11: Compressed “Elbows” Providing Support for the TREE
Figure 4.12: Compressed “Elbows” Providing Support for the TREE (front view)
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In this Chapter, we discuss several novel potential applications for the TREE. We empirically
simulated several of these potential applications with the TREE in which the unique advantages of
such a novel type of robot is demonstrated. The robot was required to perform representative tasks
exploiting its branches, taking advantage of its variable topology and the ability to adapt to different
environments.
5.1 Glove Box Cleaning
The first experiment was an adaptation to the previous cleaning environment application
described in Chapter 4. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1. The goal was to simulate a
glove box environment after it had been used for radioactive experiments/analysis (as described in
[4]) where there is debris left behind. The simulated environment is shown in Figure 5.2. For this
experiment, an air tube was deployed (Figure 5.3) through the distal section’s hollow PEX tubing
to allow air from a compressor to be directed and controlled, using the tip of the TREE, to blow
away debris. The same 1.4 mm diameter camera used in Chapter 4, the Enable, Inc. minnieScope
–XS, was deployed at the tip of the left Tendril branch. A small brush was attached to the tip of the
right Tendril branch, as shown in Figure 5.4, to assist the trunk with the clean up of hard to move
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Figure 5.1: Dirty Simulated Glove Box Environment - Experimental Setup
debris. While the main trunk performed large-scale blowing/dusting tasks, the Tendril branches
worked together to inspect the work and touch up missed particles with more intricate movements.
The sweeping accomplished by the Tendril branch is shown from a side view in Figure 5.5. The
perspective of the camera deployed through the inspection branch is shown in Figure 5.6. The
sweeping motion begins in the top left corner with (a) and progresses to (d). The Tendril branch is
circled in each frame and the path it has left behind is traced by the red dotted arrow. The arrow
also points in the direction of motion at that particular instant.
This experiment required the TREE to coordinate extension, rotation, and bending of the
trunk distal section, along with extension and bending of both Tendril branches. Each of these three
structures provide a different functionality (non-contact manipulation, contact manipulation, and
local sensing). This demonstrates the versatility of the robot, providing a functionality which is
unique to the best of our knowledge.
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Figure 5.2: Distal Section and Tendril Branches Inside Dirty Simulated Glove Box Environment
Figure 5.3: Air Hose Inserted into the Distal Section
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Figure 5.4: Small Brush Attached to Tendril Branch for Intricate Cleaning
Figure 5.5: Tendril Branch Performing Intricate Cleaning Task to Assist Trunk
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Figure 5.6: Tendril Branch Camera View of the Other Branch Cleaning
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Figure 5.7: NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover, Spirit, Before (left [5]) and After (right [6]) Dust
Accumulated on Solar Panels. Images courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell University.
5.2 Other Potential Applications
There are a wide range of potential application fields for this novel design of a branching,
concentric tube continuum robot. For example, consider applications like described above where
the trunk is blowing air/dusting and the two Tendril branches are assisting through inspection and
delicate manipulation. One field that could find such robots useful is the aerospace industry (notably
NASA). NASA relies on solar panels to power satellites, rovers, and other equipment while in space.
In locations like Mars, various atmospheric events like wind, storms, etc. can cause dust to build
up on the solar panels hindering their ability to collect energy as detailed in [36]. Figure 5.7 shows
an example of such dust accumulation on NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover, Spirit. The left image
in Figure 5.7 is a panoramic self-portrait of Spirit taken on August 27, 2005 [5]. It shows the solar
panels with only a thin layer of dust two years after the rover landed and began exploring Mars. The
right image of Spirit was assembled from frames taken between October 26-29, 2007 [6]. It shows
the significant amount of dust that had accumulated on the solar panels of the rover, which reduced
its ability to collect energy from the Sun.
Sometimes, NASA gets lucky and the same windstorms that deposit dust on the rovers’
solar panels blow the accumulated dust off of them (such occurrences are referred to by NASA as
“cleaning events”). This happened during the Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity’s mission [7].
The left image in Figure 5.8 shows a thick layer of accumulated dust on Opportunity in January
2014. The right image shows the solar panels on the rover after a “cleaning event” in late March
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Figure 5.8: NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover, Opportunity, Before (left) and After (right) Dust
Was Blown off of Solar Panels by Wind [7]. Images courtesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell
Univ./Arizona State Univ.
2014, which resulted in a power level increase of 70% when compared to previous power levels that
year [7]. Such “cleaning events” actually extended the missions of Spirit and Opportunity years
beyond their initial three-month duration expectancies.
Possible solutions to the dust accumulation problem have been explored by several groups
([36], [37]). To avoid modifying the rovers themselves, NASA has explored alternate mission ap-
proaches. In [36], Landis et. al. at NASA detail the exploration of shortening missions to 30-sols
(Martian days) as opposed to 90-sols, restricting the rover’s daily driving to periods during which
more solar power is available, and launching the rover a few months earlier to take advantage of
more favorable conditions (“seasons”) on Mars. In [37], Mazumder et. al. describe the development
of transparent flexible dust shields to minimize obscuration of solar panels (on Mars and Earth) from
the accumulation of dust. The dust shields were designed to repel dust particles via an electrostatic
charge, enabling solar panels to perform self-cleaning operations. However, they suggest such self-
cleaning solar panels equipped with these dust shields could be manufactured to derive their power
(for the electrostatic charge) from the solar panels themselves. Depending on the thickness of the
accumulated dust, the available power could prove to be insufficient.
A robot like the TREE could help clean off the solar panels in this scenario. In the movie,
The Martian [38], Ridley Scott et. al. show Mark Watney (played by Matt Damon) flipping over
and blowing off the solar panels that were overturned by the storm that ultimately left him stranded
on Mars. If NASA had a robot like the TREE mounted on the Mars rover, astronauts or engineers
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could routinely clean the solar panels (potentially remotely). To simulate this type of environment,
we modified the glove box environment described in Section 5.1 (Figure 5.2). Using a small solar
panel covered in red clay particles, we created an environment as shown in Figure 5.9. As shown in
image (a) in the top left corner of Figure 5.9, the experiment begins with the solar panel covered
by a significant layer of “Mars dust” (red clay). The TREE then performs actions similar to those
in the glove box particle cleaning experiment. The distal section moves up and down slowly while
air blows through it to remove the dust from the solar panel. Then it rotates clockwise 90 degrees
as shown in Figure 5.9(b) to enable it to move left and right as it blows more dust away. After a
few full sweeping motions, the left (now top) Tendril branch, through which the inspection camera
is deployed, extends and bends downward towards the solar panel (Figure 5.9(c)). This allows the
operator of the TREE to see how much dust the distal section left behind. The viewpoints from the
Tendril branch camera during this experiment are shown in Figure 5.10 and correspond in sequence
to the letters in Figure 5.9. Finally, the right (now bottom) Tendril branch extends and uses the
small brush attached to its tip to sweep away the remaining dust particles from the solar panel, as
shown in Figure 5.9(d). This process can be automated or controlled by the TREE’s operator.
As was the case with the glove box experiment in Section 5.1, this solar panel cleaning
experiment utilized all degrees of freedom of the distal section of the TREE trunk, as well as the two
Tendril branches. This further demonstrates the versatility of the robot while illustrating a different
potential application.
Another field in which the features of blowing and inspecting could be useful is underwater
archeology. Scientists use remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) to explore the ocean floor at depths
that exceed safe levels for human divers. A system like the TREE integrated into an ROV could
assist scientists in gently uncovering buried debris (or potentially treasure) from shipwrecks. At the
time of writing, we are using the TREE to conduct further experiments to empirically simulate these
applications.
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Figure 5.9: Simulated Mars Solar Panel Dust Removal Experiment
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Figure 5.10: Tendril Branch Camera View of Simulated Mars Solar Panel Dust Removal Experiment
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for
Further Research
In this thesis, we have introduced a novel design for a branching continuum robot and
demonstrated the performance capabilities of a hardware prototype of the design. The core body
of the robot is a relatively large scale hybrid concentric-tube/tendon actuated continuum structure,
which we refer to as a “trunk.” An original prototype of the trunk had been restricted to the
structural hardware and basic actuation of connected motors via three-position rocker switches.
The motors lacked encoders so no position feedback was used to control them. Provided with a
mechanical proof of concept of this robot, the goal of the research reported in this thesis was to
fully “robotize” the system with closed-loop control and further expand its design and capabilities
via adding retractable “branches” to the trunk. This required the design, development, and testing
of prototypes of the branches integrated with the trunk. The result is the first branching concentric
tube continuum robot at a large scale (greater than 1 m).
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis detailed the improvements made to previously developed robot trunk hardware,
as well as the design and development of the prototypes of two sets of branches designed to retract
into the trunk (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 discussed the software and kinematic model implemented to
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control the system. We also detailed the control issues encountered during development. Chapter 4
detailed the performance of the branches through basic experiments involving inspection and cleaning
tasks. Chapter 5 described several possible applications and supporting experiments with the system
in which the further potential of such a novel type of robot is demonstrated. We demonstrated
the robot performing representative tasks exploiting its branches, taking advantage of its variable
topology and the ability to adapt to different environments. We detailed two experiments in which
a tube was deployed through the distal section’s hollow PEX tubing to allow compressed air to
be directed and controlled using the tip of the TREE. While the main trunk performed large-scale
blowing/dusting tasks, the Tendril branches worked together to inspect the work and touch up
missed particles with more intricate movements.
The work in this thesis demonstrates that a large-scale branching continuum robot can
achieve a level of dexterity exceeding that of existing continuum robots, many of which are designed
for medical applications. At this larger scale, dexterity is a higher priority than the accuracy required
by smaller continuum robots used in minimally invasive surgeries. This novel design also has a longer
reach and a payload capacity higher than that of thin continuum counterparts at the multi-meter
level.
6.2 Suggestions for Further Research
The results from the experiments and testing performed on this prototype suggest several
improvements that could be made on the robot. One significant improvement would be the addition
of tension sensors on each tendon, for the trunk as well as the branches. Sensing and maintaining
adequate tension is one of the most challenging aspects of tendon actuated continuum robots. Cur-
rently, when performing tasks with the TREE, the operator must keep a close eye (and at times feel
with their hands also) the level of tension in the tendons currently being actuated. There are two
reasons to do so: 1) to ensure the tendons are not put under too much stress which would cause
them (or the plastic spacers to which they are attached) to break/fail 2) to avoid slack formation in
the tendons which may cause them to unravel from their spools and hinder actuation of the robot.
The introduction of tension sensors and a consequent slack avoidance algorithm would cause the
TREE operation to be more robust.
Another modification which would allow the Tendril branches to extend and retract more
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smoothly would be the addition of the conical spacers at the back of the branches to help guide them
into their respective storage tubes. We made this modification to the front sections of the branches to
guide their retraction into the tubes. However, it was not until we started conducting experiments
that we realized the conical spacers were also needed at the back to guide the branches during
extension. When rebuilding the Tendril branches and their actuation packages, we had confidence
that the dowel attachment would be sufficient in aligning the branches with their storage tubes.
While our hypothesis was generally correct, we did not account for the flexing that would occur
when the branch tendons are actuated. This flexing causes the carbon fiber tubes to bow out and
increase the probability that the flat, traditional spacers will catch on the lip of the tube entrance
while the branches are extending. Also, the addition of position/distance tracking of the current
location of the Tendril branch actuation packages (similar to what was done with the ultrasonic
distance sensors for the middle and distal section carts) would help prevent collisions. Depending
on the positions of the middle section cart and the branch actuation packages, collisions can occur
if the TREE’s operator is not closely monitoring their configuration.
The decision to begin saving the trunk’s motor positions (encoder counts) to the EEPROM
on the Arduino Mega proved to be advantageous. This greatly improved the controllability of the
TREE through the implementation of the forward kinematics. It also serves as a back-up of the last
known state in case the robot loses power or the emergency stop (e-stop) has to be pressed for any
reason. Another improvement to the TREE would be the implementation of this same concept with
the tendon motors of the Tendril branches. However, since these motors are currently controlled with
the Arduino Due, which does not have on-board EEPROM (that is easily accessible), the previous
states of the motors would have to either be stored on the Mega or as a file on an SD card.
Implementation of the forward and inverse kinematics for the branches, especially the Tendril
branches, would also be a significant improvement to the TREE. However, this could prove to be
non-trivial due to the high length/diameter ratio of the branches (causing torsion) and the restriction
on their movements by the storage tubes. Also on the topic of kinematics, implementing the inverse
kinematics on the trunk of the TREE would improve the controllability of the system even further.
This would provide the ability to give the TREE a specific configuration or desired end effector
position and the model would convert that configuration into encoder counts that inform the motor
controllers how to achieve it.
The support branch (“elbow”) actuation could be improved by adding a motor to wind/un-
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wind the central tendon of each branch. A strong, yet still easily compressible spring could be in-
stalled in each support branch housing tube to assist in the extension and retraction of the branches.
As the central tendons wind, these springs would compress and allow the branches to fully retract
into their tubes. Then to extend the branches, the central tendons would simply need to unwind
and the compressed springs inside the branch housing tubes would push the branches out as they
decompress. Finally, a servo motor (or two) could be mounted at the end of the TREE’s proximal
(base) section to actuate a rigid flap(s) that would help the branches as they lock (stiffen). While the
branches are extending, the rigid flaps (attached to the servos) would be positioned such that they
would not hinder the branches. Once extended, the servos would move the rigid flaps into place,
which would be between the final (back) spacer of each branch and the proximal section spacer
which holds the branch housing tube. With these rigid flaps in place, the “elbows” would have a
rigid surface against which they can compress. Then to retract the branches again, they would be
relaxed (spring backbones decompressed) and the flaps would return to their original positions out
of the way of the branches.
To further demonstrate the versatility of the TREE and illustrate another potential applica-
tion in which it could be used, some underwater experiments should be conducted. As described in
Chapter 5, a system like the TREE could be used by scientists in the field of underwater archeology.
It could be integrated into a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and assist scientists in gently uncov-
ering buried debris (or potentially treasure) from shipwrecks. A simulated underwater environment
could be constructed and further experiments conducted to empirically simulate this application.
Finally, designing a better user interface for the TREE would improve its usability. Either
a graphical user interface (GUI) or a physical controller such as a joystick or Xbox controller could
provide a more intuitive means of operation. The implementations and additions mentioned above
would all be productive (and possibly necessary) steps toward the achievement of an intuitive control




Appendix A Arduino Code
1 /∗
2 ∗ This program runs on the Arduino Mega (Master Device ) . I t c on t r o l s the Rhino
Motors f o r
3 ∗ the TREE trunk and communicates with the Due ( Slave Device ) to c on t r o l the TREE
branches .
4 ∗ Created by Michael Las t inge r
5 ∗
6 ∗ This sketch sends commands to the motors and ge t s cont inuous feedback .
7 ∗ Connect the TX pin coming out o f the motor ( orange wire ) to pin ( ac t ing as RX)
on Arduino .
8 ∗ Connect the RX pin coming out o f the motor ( ye l low wire ) to pin ( ac t ing as TX)
on Arduino .
9 ∗ ================================================================================
10 ∗ NOTE: Not a l l p ins on the Mega/Mega 2560 support change in t e r rup t s ,
11 so only the f o l l ow i n g can be used f o r RX:
12 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 50 , 51 , 52 , 53 , 62 , 63 , 64 , 65 , 66 , 67 , 68 , 69
13 ∗ ================================================================================
14 ∗ Remember to g ive common ground connect ion to the motors/power supply and the
Arduino .
15 ∗/
16 #inc lude <So f twa r eS e r i a l . h>
17 #inc lude <Rhino . h>
18 #inc lude <EEPROM. h>
19 #inc lude <MatrixMath . h>
20
21 /∗
22 ∗ Sect i on : p = proximal s e c t i o n ; m = middle ; d = d i s t a l
23 ∗Motor Locat ion : up = upper/ top ; low = lower /bottom ; ro t = r o t a t i o n a l
24 ∗PWM/DIR are f o r the l i n e a r ac tua to r s
25 ∗/
26 Rhino p l e f t (13 ,5 ) ; //RX( −> TX of motor ) , TX( −> RX of motor )
27 Rhino p r i gh t (12 ,8 ) ;
28 Rhino m l e f t (51 ,49) ;
29 Rhino m right (52 ,46) ;
30 Rhino m rot (53 ,47) ;
31 Rhino d l e f t (50 ,44) ;
32 Rhino d r i gh t (11 ,7 ) ;
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33 Rhino d ro t (10 ,6 ) ;
34
35 #de f i n e d pwm 30
36 #de f i n e d d i r 31
37 #de f i n e m pwm 32
38 #de f i n e m dir 33
39 #de f i n e pwm val 150
40
41 #de f i n e d echoPin 2 // D i s t a l Dist . Sensor Echo Pin
42 #de f i n e d t r i gP in 4 // D i s t a l Tr igger Pin
43 #de f i n e m echoPin 22 //Middle Dist . Sensor Echo Pin
44 #de f i n e m tr igPin 24 //Middle Tr igger Pin
45 long d durat ion , d d i s tance , m duration , m distance ; //Duration used to c a l c u l a t e
d i s t ance
46 const i n t d minDist = 16 ; //min d i s t ance o f d i s t a l ” ca r t ” from senso r (max depends on
mid . )
47 const i n t m minDist = 3 ; //min d i s t ance o f middle ” ca r t ” from senso r
48 const i n t m maxDist = 34 ; //max d i s t ance o f middle ” ca r t ”
49 i n t distanceToTravel , d startPos , m startPos ;
50
51 St r ing rawMsg = ”” ;
52 St r ing cmdLocal = ”” ;
53 St r ing cmdSent = ”” ; // S e r i a l Communication with Due
54 St r ing cmdRecv = ”” ; // S e r i a l Communication with Due
55 char moto r s e l e c t = ’ ’ ;
56 i n t r ev e r s eD i r = 0 ; // ca s e s 5 & 8
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58 i n t saveTimer = 0 ;
59 i n t pos 1 , pos 2 , pos 3 , pos 4 , pos 5 , pos 6 , pos 7 , pos 8 = 0 ;
60 i n t savedPos 1 , savedPos 2 , savedPos 3 , savedPos 4 , savedPos 5 , savedPos 6 ,
savedPos 7 , savedPos 8 = 0 ;
61 i n t 8 t va lue 1 , va lue 2 , va lue 3 , va lue 4 , va lue 5 , va lue 6 , va lue 7 , va lue 8 ;
62 bool motor In i t = true ;
63
64 i n t proxLeftCnt , proxRightCnt = 0 ;
65 i n t midLeftCnt , midRightCnt , midRotCnt = 0 ;
66 i n t d i s ta lLe f tCnt , d i s ta lRightCnt , d i s ta lRotCnt = 0 ;
67 f l o a t proxTendonLen1 = 55 . 2 5 ; // 72 .07cm t o t a l l ength to motor
68 f l o a t proxTendonLen2 = proxTendonLen1 ;
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69 f l o a t midTendonLen1 = 12 . 4 ; // 140 .97cm t o t a l l ength to motor
70 f l o a t midTendonLen2 = midTendonLen1 ;
71 f l o a t distalTendonLen1 = 39 . 4 ; // 246 .38cm t o t a l l ength to motor
72 f l o a t distalTendonLen2 = distalTendonLen1 ;
73 f l o a t deltaProxLen1 , deltaProxLen2 = 0 ;
74 f l o a t deltaMidLen1 , deltaMidLen2 = 0 ;
75 f l o a t de l taDis ta lLen1 , de l taDi s ta lLen2 = 0 ;
76 f l o a t d prox = 7 . 2 ;
77 f l o a t d mid = 4 . 3 ;
78 f l o a t d d i s t = 2 . 1 ;
79 f l o a t k p = 0 . 0001 ;
80 f l o a t k m = k p ;
81 f l o a t k d = k p ;
82 f l o a t deltaPhi m , de l taPh i d = 0 ;
83 f l o a t phi p , phi m , phi d = 0 ;
84 f l o a t s p = 55 . 2 5 ; // constant value (cm)
85 f l o a t s m , s d = 0 ; //cm
86 f l o a t s mIn i t = 1 2 . 4 ; //cm
87 f l o a t s d I n i t = 3 9 . 4 ; //cm
88
89 #de f i n e N 4
90 f l o a t P[N ] [N ] ;
91 f l o a t M[N ] [N ] ;
92 f l o a t D[N ] [N ] ;
93 f l o a t A[N ] [N ] ;
94 f l o a t H[N ] [N ] ;
95
96 void setup ( )
97 {
98 S e r i a l 2 . begin (9600) ; //Mega to Due Communication
99 delay (300) ;
100 p l e f t . printOutput (1 ) ; // enab l e s S e r i a l p r i n t i n g o f func t i on outputs
101 p l e f t . i n i t ( ) ; // i n i t i a l i z e s the motor and s e t s cur r ent po s i t i o n as o r i g i n
102 delay (300) ; // a l l ows each motor time to i n i t i a l i z e
103 p r i gh t . printOutput (1 ) ;
104 p r i gh t . i n i t ( ) ;
105 delay (300) ;
106 m le f t . printOutput (1 ) ;
107 m le f t . i n i t ( ) ;
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108 delay (300) ;
109 m right . printOutput (1 ) ;
110 m right . i n i t ( ) ;
111 delay (300) ;
112 m rot . printOutput (1 ) ;
113 m rot . i n i t ( ) ;
114 delay (300) ;
115 d l e f t . printOutput (1 ) ;
116 d l e f t . i n i t ( ) ;
117 delay (300) ;
118 d r i gh t . printOutput (1 ) ;
119 d r i gh t . i n i t ( ) ;
120 delay (300) ;
121 d ro t . printOutput (1 ) ;
122 d ro t . i n i t ( ) ;
123 delay (300) ;
124 pinMode (d pwm ,OUTPUT) ;
125 pinMode ( d d i r ,OUTPUT) ;
126 pinMode (m pwm,OUTPUT) ;
127 pinMode (m dir ,OUTPUT) ;
128 pinMode ( d t r i gP in , OUTPUT) ;
129 pinMode ( d echoPin , INPUT) ;
130 pinMode ( m trigPin , OUTPUT) ;
131 pinMode (m echoPin , INPUT) ;
132
133 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”===================================Commands
===================================” ) ;
134 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Format : motorNumber command+EncoderCount” ) ;
135 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”ex ) 1 G500” ) ;
136 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” Motor S e l e c t i o n D i r e c t i on −−> Sign o f Encoder
Val” ) ;
137 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”1 = Base Sect ion , Le f t Motor Wind : + ; Unwind : −” ) ;
138 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”2 = Base Sect ion , Right Motor Wind : − ; Unwind : +” ) ;
139 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”3 = Mid Sect ion , Le f t Motor Wind : + ; Unwind : −” ) ;
140 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”4 = Mid Sect ion , Right Motor Wind : − ; Unwind : +” ) ;
141 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”5 = Mid Sect ion , Rotate CW: − ; CCW: +” ) ;
142 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”6 = Tip Sect ion , Le f t Motor Wind : + ; Unwind : −” ) ;
143 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”7 = Tip Sect ion , Right Motor Wind : − ; Unwind : +” ) ;
144 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”8 = Tip Sect ion , Rotate CW: − ; CCW: +” ) ;
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145 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”9 = Mid Sect ion , Linear Actuator Forward : + ; Backward : −” ) ;
146 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”0 = Tip Sect ion , Linear Actuator Forward : + ; Backward : −” ) ;
147 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”G = Go to s p e c i f i e d encoder p o s i t i o n ” ) ;
148 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”R = Move Re la t i v e to cur rent po s i t i on , s p e c i f y counts ” ) ;
149 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”P = Get cur rent encoder Pos i t i on ” ) ;
150 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Y = Reset the motor” ) ;
151 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”
==============================================================================” ) ;
152




157 //====Dir e c t i on Methods f o r Linear Actuators====
158 void fwd ( i n t pwmPin , i n t pwmVal , i n t d i rP in ) {
159 analogWrite (pwmPin , pwmVal) ;
160 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( dirPin , HIGH) ;
161 // S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” fwd”) ;
162 }
163
164 void bwd( i n t pwmPin , i n t pwmVal , i n t d i rP in ) {
165 analogWrite (pwmPin , pwmVal) ;
166 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( dirPin , LOW) ;
167 // S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”bwd”) ;
168 }
169
170 void stp ( i n t pwmPin , i n t d i rP in ) {
171 analogWrite (pwmPin , LOW) ;
172 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( dirPin , HIGH) ;
173 }
174
175 void ge t dDi s t ( ) {
176 // Ca lcu la te the d i s t ance ( in cm) o f d i s t a l s e c t i o n t r a v e l
177 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d t r i gP in , LOW) ;
178 delayMicroseconds (2 ) ;
179 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d t r i gP in , HIGH) ;
180 delayMicroseconds (10) ;
181 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d t r i gP in , LOW) ;
182 d durat ion = pu l s e In ( d echoPin , HIGH) ;
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183 d d i s t anc e = d durat ion /58 . 2 ; //Conversion to cm
184 delay (50) ;
185 }
186
187 void get mDist ( ) {
188 // Ca lcu la te the d i s t ance ( in cm) o f middle s e c t i o n t r a v e l
189 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( m trigPin , LOW) ;
190 delayMicroseconds (2 ) ;
191 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( m trigPin , HIGH) ;
192 delayMicroseconds (10) ;
193 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( m trigPin , LOW) ;
194 m duration = pu l s e In (m echoPin , HIGH) ;
195 m distance = m duration /58 . 2 ; //Conversion to cm
196 delay (50) ;
197 }
198
199 void saveToEEPROM() {
200 /∗ Save cur rent encoder va lue s to EEPROM.
201 ∗ 1 Byte per address in EEPROM − Need to save negat ive numbers
202 ∗ so range i s a c t ua l l y −128 to 127 .
203 ∗ Assume max = 1800 −−> 1800/15 = 120 −−> so d iv id e by 15∗/
204
205 pos 1 = p l e f t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
206 pos 2 = p r i gh t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
207 pos 3 = m le f t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
208 pos 4 = m right . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
209 pos 5 = m rot . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
210 pos 6 = d l e f t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
211 pos 7 = d r i gh t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
212 pos 8 = d ro t . getPos ( ) /15 ; de lay (100) ;
213
214 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Saving : ” ) ;
215 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 1 ) ;
216 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 2 ) ;
217 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 3 ) ;
218 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 4 ) ;
219 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 5 ) ;
220 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 6 ) ;
221 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 7 ) ;
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222 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( pos 8 ) ;
223
224 /∗ ”Update” = Value only ge t s wr i t t en to memory i f i t i s
225 ∗ d i f f e r e n t than the cu r r en t l y s to r ed value ∗/
226 delay (200) ;
227 EEPROM. update (0 , pos 1 ) ;
228 delay (200) ;
229 EEPROM. update (1 , pos 2 ) ;
230 delay (200) ;
231 EEPROM. update (2 , pos 3 ) ;
232 delay (200) ;
233 EEPROM. update (3 , pos 4 ) ;
234 delay (200) ;
235 EEPROM. update (4 , pos 5 ) ;
236 delay (200) ;
237 EEPROM. update (5 , pos 6 ) ;
238 delay (200) ;
239 EEPROM. update (6 , pos 7 ) ;
240 delay (200) ;
241 EEPROM. update (7 , pos 8 ) ;
242 delay (200) ;
243 }
244
245 void readFromEEPROM() {
246 // read a byte from each address o f EEPROM
247 delay (100) ;
248 va lue 1 = EEPROM. read (0 ) ;
249 delay (100) ;
250 va lue 2 = EEPROM. read (1 ) ;
251 delay (100) ;
252 va lue 3 = EEPROM. read (2 ) ;
253 delay (100) ;
254 va lue 4 = EEPROM. read (3 ) ;
255 delay (100) ;
256 va lue 5 = EEPROM. read (4 ) ;
257 delay (100) ;
258 va lue 6 = EEPROM. read (5 ) ;
259 delay (100) ;
260 va lue 7 = EEPROM. read (6 ) ;
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261 delay (100) ;
262 va lue 8 = EEPROM. read (7 ) ;
263 delay (100) ;
264
265 //Convert s to r ed va lues back to encoder counts
266 savedPos 1 = ( i n t ) va lue 1 ∗15 ;
267 savedPos 2 = ( i n t ) va lue 2 ∗15 ;
268 savedPos 3 = ( i n t ) va lue 3 ∗15 ;
269 savedPos 4 = ( i n t ) va lue 4 ∗15 ;
270 savedPos 5 = ( i n t ) va lue 5 ∗15 ;
271 savedPos 6 = ( i n t ) va lue 6 ∗15 ;
272 savedPos 7 = ( i n t ) va lue 7 ∗15 ;
273 savedPos 8 = ( i n t ) va lue 8 ∗15 ;
274
275 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Converted Values : ” ) ;
276 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 1 ) ;
277 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 2 ) ;
278 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 3 ) ;
279 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 4 ) ;
280 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 5 ) ;
281 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 6 ) ;
282 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 7 ) ;
283 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( savedPos 8 ) ;
284
285 i f ( motor In i t ) { //Only executed during setup ( )
286 // Set each motor po s i t i o n to p r ev i ou s l y s to r ed value / s t a t e
287 p l e f t . setPos ( savedPos 1 ) ;
288 p r i gh t . setPos ( savedPos 2 ) ;
289 m le f t . setPos ( savedPos 3 ) ;
290 m right . setPos ( savedPos 4 ) ;
291 m rot . setPos ( savedPos 5 ) ;
292 d l e f t . setPos ( savedPos 6 ) ;
293 d r i gh t . setPos ( savedPos 7 ) ;
294 d ro t . setPos ( savedPos 8 ) ;




299 void fwdKin ( ) { // l eng th s in cm
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300 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”===============FWD KINEMATICS====================” ) ;
301 readFromEEPROM() ; //Get the saved encoder counts from Arduino
302 proxLeftCnt = p l e f t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 1 ; // cur rent pos − prev . pos
303 proxRightCnt = p r i gh t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 2 ;
304 midLeftCnt = m le f t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 3 ;
305 midRightCnt = m right . getPos ( ) − savedPos 4 ;
306 midRotCnt = (m rot . getPos ( ) − savedPos 5 ) ∗(−1) ; // negat ive to make sure CCW −−> +
307 d i s t a lL e f tCnt = d l e f t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 6 ;
308 d i s ta lR ightCnt = d r i gh t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 7 ;
309 dista lRotCnt = ( d ro t . getPos ( ) − savedPos 8 ) ∗(−1) ; // negat ive to make sure CCW −−>
+
310
311 i f ( abs ( proxLeftCnt ) <= 14) { //To account f o r t runcat i on during conve r s i on s
312 proxLeftCnt = 0 ;
313 }
314 i f ( abs ( proxRightCnt ) <= 14) {
315 proxRightCnt = 0 ;
316 }
317 i f ( abs ( midLeftCnt ) <= 14) {
318 midLeftCnt = 0 ;
319 }
320 i f ( abs (midRightCnt ) <= 14) {
321 midRightCnt = 0 ;
322 }
323 i f ( abs (midRotCnt ) <= 14) {
324 midRotCnt = 0 ;
325 }
326 i f ( abs ( d i s t a lL e f tCnt ) <= 14) {
327 d i s t a lL e f tCnt = 0 ;
328 }
329 i f ( abs ( d i s ta lR ightCnt ) <= 14) {
330 d i s ta lR ightCnt = 0 ;
331 }
332 i f ( abs ( d i s ta lRotCnt ) <= 14) {
333 dista lRotCnt = 0 ;
334 }
335
336 // Ca lcu la te Curvature o f TREE s e c t i o n s :
337 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Prox Le f t Cnt : ” ) ;
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338 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( proxLeftCnt ) ;
339 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Prox Right Cnt : ” ) ;
340 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( proxRightCnt ) ;
341
342 i f ( proxLeftCnt == 0) { //no change in motor po s i t i o n
343 deltaProxLen1 = 0 ;
344 }
345 e l s e i f ( proxLeftCnt > 0) {
346 // r e l a t i o n s h i p between change in tendon length and encoder counts
347 deltaProxLen1 = −0.0000006∗(pow( proxLeftCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗ proxLeftCnt + 0 . 0 6 8 ;
348 }
349 e l s e i f ( proxLeftCnt < 0) {
350 deltaProxLen1 = 0.0000006∗ (pow( proxLeftCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗ proxLeftCnt − 0 . 0 6 8 ;
351 }
352 proxTendonLen1 = proxTendonLen1 − deltaProxLen1 ;
353
354 i f ( proxRightCnt == 0) { // negat ive encoder counts −−> winding
355 deltaProxLen2 = 0 ;
356 }
357 e l s e i f ( proxRightCnt > 0) {
358 deltaProxLen2 = 0.0000006∗ (pow( proxRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗ proxRightCnt − 0 . 0 6 8 ;
359 }
360 e l s e i f ( proxRightCnt < 0) {
361 deltaProxLen2 = −0.0000006∗(pow( proxRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗ proxRightCnt + 0 . 0 6 8 ;
362 }
363 proxTendonLen2 = proxTendonLen2 − deltaProxLen2 ;
364 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Delta Prox Len 1 : ” ) ;
365 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( deltaProxLen1 ) ;
366 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Delta Prox Len 2 : ” ) ;
367 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( deltaProxLen2 ) ;
368
369 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Prox Tendon Len 1 : ” ) ;
370 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( proxTendonLen1 ) ;
371 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Prox Tendon Len 2 : ” ) ;
372 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( proxTendonLen2 ) ;
373 //Use l 1 and l 2 in curvature equat ion f o r proximal s e c t i o n :
374 k p = ( proxTendonLen1 − proxTendonLen2 ) /( d prox ∗( proxTendonLen1 + proxTendonLen2 ) ) ;
375 i f ( proxTendonLen1 == proxTendonLen2 ) {
376 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”PROX EQUAL! ! ” ) ;
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381 /∗ S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”Mid Le f t Cnt : ” ) ;
382 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( midLeftCnt ) ;
383 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”Mid Right Cnt : ” ) ;
384 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (midRightCnt ) ; ∗/
385 i f ( midLeftCnt == 0) { //no change in motor po s i t i o n
386 deltaMidLen1 = 0 ;
387 }
388 e l s e i f ( midLeftCnt > 0) {
389 // r e l a t i o n s h i p between change in tendon length and encoder counts
390 deltaMidLen1 = −0.0000006∗(pow(midLeftCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗midLeftCnt + 0 . 0 6 8 ;
391 }
392 e l s e i f ( midLeftCnt < 0) {
393 deltaMidLen1 = 0.0000006∗ (pow(midLeftCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗midLeftCnt − 0 . 0 6 8 ;
394 }
395 midTendonLen1 = midTendonLen1 − deltaMidLen1 ;
396
397 i f (midRightCnt == 0) { // negat ive encoder counts −−> winding
398 deltaMidLen2 = 0 ;
399 }
400 e l s e i f (midRightCnt > 0) {
401 deltaMidLen2 = 0.0000006∗ (pow(midRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗midRightCnt − 0 . 0 6 8 ;
402 }
403 e l s e i f (midRightCnt < 0) {
404 deltaMidLen2 = −0.0000006∗(pow(midRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗midRightCnt + 0 . 0 6 8 ;
405 }
406 midTendonLen2 = midTendonLen2 − deltaMidLen2 ;
407 /∗ S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” Delta Mid Len 1 : ” ) ;
408 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( deltaMidLen1 ) ;
409 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” Delta Mid Len 2 : ” ) ;
410 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( deltaMidLen2 ) ;
411
412 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”Mid Tendon Len 1 : ” ) ;
413 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (midTendonLen1 ) ;
414 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”Mid Tendon Len 2 : ” ) ;
415 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (midTendonLen2 ) ; ∗/
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416 //Use l 1 and l 2 in curvature equat ion f o r middle s e c t i o n :
417 k m = (midTendonLen1 − midTendonLen2 ) /( d mid ∗(midTendonLen1 + midTendonLen2 ) ) ;
418 i f (midTendonLen1 == midTendonLen2 ) {
419 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”MID EQUAL! ! ” ) ;




424 /∗ S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” D i s t a l Le f t Cnt : ” ) ;
425 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( d i s t a lL e f tCnt ) ;
426 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” D i s t a l Right Cnt : ” ) ;
427 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( d i s ta lR ightCnt ) ; ∗/
428 i f ( d i s t a lL e f tCnt == 0) { //no change in motor po s i t i o n
429 de l taDi s ta lLen1 = 0 ;
430 }
431 e l s e i f ( d i s t a lL e f tCnt > 0) {
432 // r e l a t i o n s h i p between change in tendon length and encoder counts
433 de l taDi s ta lLen1 = −0.0000006∗(pow( d i s ta lLe f tCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗ d i s t a lLe f tCnt +
0 . 0 6 8 ;
434 }
435 e l s e i f ( d i s t a lL e f tCnt < 0) {
436 de l taDi s ta lLen1 = 0.0000006∗ (pow( d i s ta lLe f tCnt , 2 ) ) + 0.0034∗ d i s t a lLe f tCnt −
0 . 0 6 8 ;
437 }
438 distalTendonLen1 = distalTendonLen1 − de l taDi s ta lLen1 ;
439
440 i f ( d i s ta lR ightCnt == 0) { // negat ive encoder counts −−> winding
441 de l taDi s ta lLen2 = 0 ;
442 }
443 e l s e i f ( d i s ta lR ightCnt > 0) {
444 de l taDi s ta lLen2 = 0.0000006∗ (pow( dista lRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗ d i s ta lR ightCnt −
0 . 0 6 8 ;
445 }
446 e l s e i f ( d i s ta lR ightCnt < 0) {
447 de l taDi s ta lLen2 = −0.0000006∗(pow( dista lRightCnt , 2 ) ) − 0.0034∗ d i s ta lR ightCnt +
0 . 0 6 8 ;
448 }
449 distalTendonLen2 = distalTendonLen2 − de l taDi s ta lLen2 ;
450 /∗ S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” Delta D i s t a l Len 1 : ” ) ;
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451 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( de l taDi s ta lLen1 ) ;
452 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” Delta D i s t a l Len 2 : ” ) ;
453 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( de l taDi s ta lLen2 ) ;
454
455 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” D i s t a l Tendon Len 1 : ” ) ;
456 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( distalTendonLen1 ) ;
457 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” D i s t a l Tendon Len 2 : ” ) ;
458 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( distalTendonLen2 ) ; ∗/
459 //Use l 1 and l 2 in curvature equat ion f o r d i s t a l s e c t i o n :
460 k d = ( distalTendonLen1 − distalTendonLen2 ) /( d d i s t ∗( distalTendonLen1 +
distalTendonLen2 ) ) ;
461 i f ( distalTendonLen1 == distalTendonLen2 ) {
462 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”DISTAL EQUAL! ! ” ) ;




467 // Ca lcu la te Rotation ( phi ) o f TREE s e c t i o n s :
468 deltaPhi m = (TWO PI/7362) ∗midRotCnt ; // in rad ians
469 phi m = phi m + deltaPhi m ;
470
471 de l taPh i d = (TWO PI/3924) ∗dista lRotCnt ; // in rad ians
472 phi d = phi d + de l taPh i d ;
473
474
475 // Ca lcu la te Arc Length ( s ) o f TREE s e c t i o n s :
476 //NOTE: s p never changes
477 get mDist ( ) ;
478 s m = s mIn i t + (m maxDist − m distance ) ; //m distance = senso r read ing
479 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
480 s d = s d I n i t + ( d d i s t anc e − d minDist ) ; // d d i s t anc e = senso r read ing
481
482 i f ( ( s m − s mIn i t ) > 0) { //middle s e c t i o n has extended
483 s d = s d − (m maxDist − m distance ) ; // d i s t a l s e c t i o n ’ s e f f e c t i v e l ength i s
sho r t e r
484 }
485
486 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” s p ” ) ;
487 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( s p , 4) ;
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488 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”s m” ) ;
489 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( s m , 4) ;
490 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” s d ” ) ;
491 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( s d , 4) ;
492 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”k p” ) ;
493 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( k p , 4) ;
494 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”k m” ) ;
495 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (k m , 4) ;
496 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”k d” ) ;
497 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( k d , 4) ;
498 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” phi p ” ) ;
499 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( phi p , 4) ;
500 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”phi m” ) ;
501 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( phi m , 4) ;
502 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” phi d ” ) ;
503 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( phi d , 4) ;
504
505 // Ca lcu la te the Homogeneous Transformation Matrix f o r the robot
506 // Spa t i a l Model
507 P [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = cos ( phi p ) ∗ cos ( s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = −s i n ( phi p ) ; P [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = −cos ( phi p ) ∗ s i n
( s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 0 ] [ 3 ] = (1/ k p ) ∗( cos ( phi p )−cos ( phi p ) ∗ cos ( s p ∗k p ) ) ;
508 P [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( phi p ) ∗ cos ( s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = cos ( phi p ) ; P [ 1 ] [ 2 ] = −s i n ( phi p ) ∗ s i n (
s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 1 ] [ 3 ] = −(1/k p ) ∗( s i n ( phi p )−s i n ( phi p ) ∗ cos ( s p ∗k p ) ) ;
509 P [ 2 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 2 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; P [ 2 ] [ 2 ] = cos ( s p ∗k p ) ; P [ 2 ] [ 3 ] = (1/ k p ) ∗ s i n (
s p ∗k p ) ;
510 P [ 3 ] [ 0 ] = 0 ; P [ 3 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; P [ 3 ] [ 2 ] = 0 ; P [ 3 ] [ 3 ] = 1 ;
511
512 M[ 0 ] [ 0 ] = cos ( phi m ) ∗ cos ( s m∗k m) ; M[ 0 ] [ 1 ] = −s i n ( phi m ) ; M[ 0 ] [ 2 ] = −cos ( phi m ) ∗ s i n
( s m∗k m) ; M[ 0 ] [ 3 ] = (1/k m) ∗( cos ( phi m )−cos ( phi m ) ∗ cos ( s m∗k m) ) ;
513 M[ 1 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( phi m ) ∗ cos ( s m∗k m) ; M[ 1 ] [ 1 ] = cos ( phi m ) ; M[ 1 ] [ 2 ] = −s i n ( phi m ) ∗ s i n (
s m∗k m) ; M[ 1 ] [ 3 ] = −(1/k m) ∗( s i n ( phi m )−s i n ( phi m ) ∗ cos ( s m∗k m) ) ;
514 M[ 2 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( s m∗k m) ; M[ 2 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; M[ 2 ] [ 2 ] = cos ( s m∗k m) ; M[ 2 ] [ 3 ] = (1/k m) ∗ s i n (
s m∗k m) ;
515 M[ 3 ] [ 0 ] = 0 ; M[ 3 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; M[ 3 ] [ 2 ] = 0 ; M[ 3 ] [ 3 ] = 1 ;
516
517 D[ 0 ] [ 0 ] = cos ( phi d ) ∗ cos ( s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = −s i n ( phi d ) ; D [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = −cos ( phi d ) ∗ s i n
( s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 0 ] [ 3 ] = (1/ k d ) ∗( cos ( phi d )−cos ( phi d ) ∗ cos ( s d ∗k d ) ) ;
518 D[ 1 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( phi d ) ∗ cos ( s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = cos ( phi d ) ; D [ 1 ] [ 2 ] = −s i n ( phi d ) ∗ s i n (
s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 1 ] [ 3 ] = −(1/k d ) ∗( s i n ( phi d )−s i n ( phi d ) ∗ cos ( s d ∗k d ) ) ;
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519 D[ 2 ] [ 0 ] = s i n ( s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 2 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; D [ 2 ] [ 2 ] = cos ( s d ∗k d ) ; D [ 2 ] [ 3 ] = (1/ k d ) ∗ s i n (
s d ∗k d ) ;
520 D[ 3 ] [ 0 ] = 0 ; D [ 3 ] [ 1 ] = 0 ; D [ 3 ] [ 2 ] = 0 ; D [ 3 ] [ 3 ] = 1 ;
521
522 //Thresholds f o r the matrix va lue s
523 // fabs ( ) i s f l o a t i n g po int abs va l
524 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <= 3 ; i++){
525 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j <= 3 ; j++){
526 i f ( ( f abs (P[ i ] [ j ] ) < 0 . 35 ) && ( fabs (P[ i ] [ j ] ) != 0) ) { // 0 . 0 0 6 ; 0 .17
527 P[ i ] [ j ] = 0 . 0 0 ;
528 }
529 i f ( ( f abs (M[ i ] [ j ] ) < 0 . 35 ) && ( fabs (M[ i ] [ j ] ) != 0) ) {
530 M[ i ] [ j ] = 0 . 0 0 ;
531 }
532 i f ( ( f abs (D[ i ] [ j ] ) < 0 . 35 ) && ( fabs (D[ i ] [ j ] ) != 0) ) {





538 Matrix . Pr int ( ( f l o a t ∗)P, N, N, ”P” ) ;
539 Matrix . Pr int ( ( f l o a t ∗)M, N, N, ”M” ) ;
540 Matrix . Pr int ( ( f l o a t ∗)D, N, N, ”D” ) ;
541
542 Matrix . Mult ip ly ( ( f l o a t ∗)P, ( f l o a t ∗)M, N, N, N, ( f l o a t ∗)A) ; //P∗M = A
543 Matrix . Mult ip ly ( ( f l o a t ∗)A, ( f l o a t ∗)D, N, N, N, ( f l o a t ∗)H) ; //A∗D = H = P∗M∗D
544
545 Matrix . Pr int ( ( f l o a t ∗)H, N, N, ”H” ) ; // f i n a l matrix f o r system
546 }
547
548 void loop ( )
549 {
550 i f ( saveTimer == 100) { //Save ( roughly ) every minute
551 saveToEEPROM() ;
552 saveTimer = 0 ;
553 }
554 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
555 get mDist ( ) ;
556
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557 moto r s e l e c t = cmdLocal . charAt (0 ) ; // f i r s t char o f input = motor s e l e c t i o n
558 cmdLocal = cmdLocal . s ub s t r i ng (2 ) ; //command to send motor s t a r t s a f t e r d e l im i t e r (
space )
559 i n t i = 10 ;
560
561 switch ( moto r s e l e c t ) {
562 //====SEND CUSTOM COMMANDS TO MOTORS====
563 case ’ 1 ’ :
564 p l e f t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ; // r e tu rn s cur rent encoder count/ po s i t i o n
565 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
566 whi le ( i > 0) {
567 p l e f t . getPos ( ) ;
568 delay (200) ;




573 case ’ 2 ’ :
574 p r i gh t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
575 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
576 whi le ( i > 0) {
577 p r i gh t . getPos ( ) ;
578 delay (200) ;




583 case ’ 3 ’ :
584 m le f t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
585 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
586 whi le ( i > 0) {
587 m le f t . getPos ( ) ;
588 delay (200) ;




593 case ’ 4 ’ :
594 m right . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
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595 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
596 whi le ( i > 0) {
597 m right . getPos ( ) ;
598 delay (200) ;




603 case ’ 5 ’ :
604 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
605 whi le ( i > 0) {
606 m rot . getPos ( ) ;
607 delay (200) ;
608 i = i −1;
609 }
610 }
611 e l s e {
612 r ev e r s eD i r = cmdLocal . s ub s t r i ng (1 ) . t o In t ( ) ∗(−1) ; // to make sure CCW −−> +
613 cmdLocal = cmdLocal . charAt (0 ) + ( St r ing ) r ev e r s eD i r ; // r ebu i l d cmd s t r i n g
614 m rot . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
615 }
616 break ;
617 case ’ 6 ’ :
618 d l e f t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
619 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
620 whi le ( i > 0) {
621 d l e f t . getPos ( ) ;
622 delay (200) ;




627 case ’ 7 ’ :
628 d r i gh t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
629 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
630 whi le ( i > 0) {
631 d r i gh t . getPos ( ) ;
632 delay (200) ;





637 case ’ 8 ’ :
638 i f ( cmdLocal . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
639 whi le ( i > 0) {
640 d ro t . getPos ( ) ;
641 delay (200) ;
642 i = i −1;
643 }
644 }
645 e l s e {
646 r ev e r s eD i r = cmdLocal . s ub s t r i ng (1 ) . t o In t ( ) ∗(−1) ; // to make sure CCW −−> +
647 cmdLocal = cmdLocal . charAt (0 ) + ( St r ing ) r ev e r s eD i r ; // r ebu i l d cmd s t r i n g
648 d ro t . sendCmd( cmdLocal ) ;
649 }
650 break ;
651 case ’ 9 ’ :
652 distanceToTrave l = cmdLocal . t o In t ( ) ;
653 m startPos = m distance ;
654 i f ( d i stanceToTrave l > 0) {
655 whi le ( ( m distance != ( m startPos − distanceToTrave l ) ) && m distance !=
m minDist ) { // prevents going too f a r forward
656 get mDist ( ) ;
657 fwd (m pwm, pwm val , m dir ) ; //go forward
658 }
659 stp (m pwm, m dir ) ;
660 }
661 e l s e i f ( d i s tanceToTrave l < 0) {
662 whi le ( ( m distance != ( m startPos − distanceToTrave l ) ) && m distance !=
m maxDist ) { // prevents going too f a r back
663 get mDist ( ) ;
664 bwd(m pwm, pwm val , m dir ) ; //go backward
665 }
666 stp (m pwm, m dir ) ;
667 }
668 break ;
669 case ’ 0 ’ :
670 distanceToTrave l = cmdLocal . t o In t ( ) ;
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671 d s ta r tPos = d d i s t anc e ;
672 //∗∗LATER: make sure can ’ t go too f a r forward
673 i f ( d i stanceToTrave l > 0) {
674 whi le ( d d i s t anc e != ( d s ta r tPos + distanceToTrave l ) ) {
675 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
676 /∗Due to o r i e n t a t i o n o f l i n e a r actuator , d i r methods
677 ∗ are r eve r s ed to match ac tua l d i r e c t i o n o f motion
678 ∗/
679 bwd(d pwm , pwm val , d d i r ) ; //go forward
680 }
681 stp (d pwm , d d i r ) ;
682 }
683 e l s e i f ( d i s tanceToTrave l < 0) {
684 whi le ( ( d d i s t anc e != ( d s ta r tPos + distanceToTrave l ) ) && d d i s t anc e !=
d minDist ) { // prevents going too f a r back
685 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
686 fwd (d pwm , pwm val , d d i r ) ; //go backward
687 }
688 stp (d pwm , d d i r ) ;
689 }
690 break ;
691 //====MOVE MOTORS IN INCREMENTS====
692 case ’ q ’ :
693 p l e f t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //wind
694 break ;
695 case ’w ’ :
696 p l e f t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //unwind
697 break ;
698 case ’ e ’ :
699 p r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //wind
700 break ;
701 case ’ r ’ :
702 p r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //unwind
703 break ;
704 case ’ a ’ :
705 m le f t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //wind
706 break ;
707 case ’ s ’ :
708 m le f t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //unwind
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709 break ;
710 case ’d ’ :
711 m rot . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //CCW
712 break ;
713 case ’ f ’ :
714 m rot . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //CW
715 break ;
716 case ’ g ’ :
717 m right . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //wind
718 break ;
719 case ’h ’ :
720 m right . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //unwind
721 break ;
722 case ’ z ’ :
723 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //wind
724 break ;
725 case ’ x ’ :
726 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //unwind
727 break ;
728 case ’ c ’ :
729 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //CCW
730 break ;
731 case ’ v ’ :
732 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //CW
733 break ;
734 case ’b ’ :
735 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ; //wind
736 break ;
737 case ’n ’ :
738 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ; //unwind
739 break ;
740 case ’u ’ : //mid extend 10 cm
741 m startPos = m distance ;
742 whi le ( ( m distance != ( m startPos − 10) ) && m distance != m minDist ) { //
prevents going too f a r forward
743 get mDist ( ) ;
744 fwd (m pwm, pwm val , m dir ) ; //go forward
745 }
746 stp (m pwm, m dir ) ;
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747 break ;
748 case ’ j ’ : //mid r e t r a c t 10 cm
749 whi le ( ( m distance != ( m startPos + 10) ) && m distance != m maxDist ) { //
prevents going too f a r back
750 get mDist ( ) ;
751 bwd(m pwm, pwm val , m dir ) ; //go backward
752 }
753 stp (m pwm, m dir ) ;
754 break ;
755 case ’ i ’ : // d i s t a l extend 10 cm
756 d s ta r tPos = d d i s t anc e ;
757 whi le ( d d i s t anc e != ( d s ta r tPos + 10) ) {
758 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
759 bwd(d pwm , pwm val , d d i r ) ; //go forward
760 }
761 stp (d pwm , d d i r ) ;
762 break ;
763 case ’ k ’ : // d i s t a l r e t r a c t 10 cm
764 d s ta r tPos = d d i s t anc e ;
765 whi le ( ( d d i s t anc e != ( d s ta r tPos − 10) ) && d d i s t anc e != d minDist ) { //
prevents going too f a r back
766 ge t dDi s t ( ) ;
767 fwd (d pwm , pwm val , d d i r ) ; //go backward
768 }
769 stp (d pwm , d d i r ) ;
770 break ;
771 case ’ t ’ :
772 //Save to EEPROM
773 saveToEEPROM() ;
774 break ;
775 case ’ y ’ :
776 //Read from EEPROM
777 readFromEEPROM() ;
778 break ;
779 case ’m’ :
780 //Forward Kinematic Ca l cu l a t i on s
781 fwdKin ( ) ;
782 break ;
783 //=====AUTOMATED MOTION SCRIPTS=====
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784 case ’ o ’ :
785 //Example/Demo Run
786 //∗∗∗Extend 15 cm f i r s t ! ! ∗ ∗ ∗
787 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R−981” ) ; //CCW
788 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R−750” ) ;
789 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ;
790 delay (2000) ;
791 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R−981” ) ; //CCW
792 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ;
793 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R125” ) ;
794 d ro t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
795 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
796 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
797 delay (5000) ;
798
799 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R981” ) ; //CW
800 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R750” ) ;
801 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R250” ) ;
802 delay (2000) ;
803 d ro t . sendCmd( ”R981” ) ; //CW
804 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”R−250” ) ;
805 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”R−125” ) ;
806 d ro t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
807 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
808 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
809 break ;
810 //===CLEANING/BLOWING/INSPECTION EXPER. SCRIPT===
811 case ’p ’ :
812 //−−bend t i p down−−
813 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G−100” ) ;
814 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G−750” ) ;
815 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
816
817 //−−bend t i p up−−
818 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
819 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
820 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
821
822 //−−blow a i r ( manually w/ a i r compressor )−−
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823 // . . . . .
824 delay (2000) ; //wait 2 sec
825
826 //−−r o t a t e t i p CW 90 i sh deg (90 deg = 981 cnts )−−
827 d ro t . sendCmd( ”G1200” ) ;
828 delay (7000) ; //wait 7 sec
829
830 //−−bend l e f t / r i g h t whi l e blowing−−
831 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G900” ) ; //bend r i gh t
832 // d r i gh t . sendCmd(”G250”) ;
833 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
834 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G−750” ) ; //bend l e f t
835 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G750” ) ;
836 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
837 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G900” ) ; //bend r i gh t
838 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
839 delay (2000) ; //wait 2 sec
840 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ; //back to normal
841 delay (3000) ; //wait 3 sec
842
843 //−−i n sp e c t w/ Tendr i l branch ( l e f t )−−
844 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ” t ” ) ; // extend l e f t branch a l l the way
845 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
846 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”1 850” ) ; //was 750
847 delay (500) ; // a l low time f o r command to be sent
848
849 //−−sweep r e s t w/ Tendr i l branch ( r i g h t )−−
850 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”y” ) ; // extend r i gh t branch a l l the way
851 delay (5000) ; //wait 5 sec
852 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”6 −750” ) ;
853 delay (2000) ; // a l low time f o r command to be sent
854 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”5 −750” ) ; //bend l e f t
855 delay (2000) ;
856 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”6 −600” ) ;
857 delay (1000) ;
858 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”5 0” ) ; //bend r i gh t
859 delay (500) ;
860 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”8 −300” ) ;
861 delay (500) ;
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862 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”7 −300” ) ;
863 delay (2000) ;
864 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”8 0” ) ; //bend l e f t
865 delay (500) ;
866 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”7 0” ) ;
867 delay (500) ;
868 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”5 −750” ) ;
869 delay (2000) ;
870 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”5 0” ) ; //bend r i gh t
871 delay (500) ;
872 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”8 −300” ) ;
873 delay (500) ;
874 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ”7 −300” ) ;
875 delay (500) ;
876 break ;
877 //===RESET/ZERO AFTER ABOVE EXPER.===
878 case ’ l ’ :
879 d ro t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
880 delay (1000) ; //wait 1 sec
881 d l e f t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
882 delay (1000) ; //wait 1 sec
883 d r i gh t . sendCmd( ”G0” ) ;
884 delay (1000) ; //wait 1 sec
885 /∗
886 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n (” g ”) ; // l e f t branch middle ∗/
887 break ;
888 de f au l t :
889 break ;
890 } //end o f switch
891
892 cmdLocal = ”” ; // r e s e t command s t r i n g
893 saveTimer++;
894
895 delay (500) ;
896 // S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”Message Received : ” + cmdRecv) ; //∗∗∗DEBUGGING. . .REMOVE THIS
LINE !




900 //==========SENDING STRINGS OVER SERIAL======================
901 /∗∗∗Make sure S e r i a l Monitor i s s e t to add new l i n e cha rac t e r
902 Since end o f message char i s ’\n ’ , can use S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ) to send messages
903 Will not work with j u s t S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t ( ) − message w i l l not be f u l l y read ( no ’\n ’ )
904 ∗/
905 void s e r i a lEven t ( ) { // read from Mega S e r i a l Monitor , send to Due ( Branches )
906 byte buf [ 2 5 6 ] ;
907 char c ;
908 bool msgForDue = f a l s e ;
909 whi le ( S e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
910 c = S e r i a l . read ( ) ; // reads input 1 char at a time
911 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to read
912 i f ( c == ’> ’ ) { //Command i s to be sent to the Due
913 msgForDue = true ;
914 }
915 i f (msgForDue && c != ’> ’ ) { // does not add ’> ’ to S t r ing that i s sent
916 cmdSent += c ; //adds char to St r ing
917 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to save char
918 i f ( c == ’ \n ’ ) { //marks end o f message/command
919 cmdSent . getBytes ( buf , 256) ;
920 S e r i a l 2 . wr i t e ( buf , cmdSent . l ength ( ) ) ;
921 cmdSent = ”” ;
922 msgForDue = f a l s e ;
923 }
924 }
925 e l s e { //Command i s to stay l o c a l ( on the Mega)
926 i f ( c != ’> ’ ) { // j u s t to be sure ’> ’ i s i gnored
927 cmdLocal += c ;
928 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to save char
929 }
930 }
931 } //end o f whi l e
932 cmdLocal . tr im ( ) ;
933 } //end o f s e r i a lEven t ( )
934
935 void s e r i a lEven t2 ( ) { // read from Due ( data r e c e i v ed ) , send/ pr i n t to Mega S e r i a l
Monitor
936 char c ;
937 whi le ( S e r i a l 2 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
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938 c = S e r i a l 2 . read ( ) ;
939 rawMsg += c ;
940 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to save char
941 i f ( c == ’ \n ’ ) { //marks end o f message/command
942 rawMsg . tr im ( ) ; // removes new l i n e char
943 cmdRecv = rawMsg ;
944 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Received −> ” + cmdRecv) ;
945 rawMsg = ”” ;
946 }
947 }
948 } //end o f s e r i a lEven t2 ( )
Listing 1: Arduino Mega Code (Master Device) - tree kinematic control master.ino
1 /∗
2 ∗ This program runs on the Arduino Due ( Slave Device ) . I t communicates with the
3 ∗ Mega (Master Device ) to share the branch motor p o s i t i o n s .
4 ∗ This program con t r o l s the extens ion , r e t r a c t i on , and tendon actuat ion o f the
5 ∗ Tendr i l branches on the TREE.
6 ∗ Created by Michael Las t inge r
7
8 ∗ Polo lu Magnetic Encoder Kit :
9 ∗ Encoder : 20 Counts per r e vo l u t i on ( cpr )
10 ∗ To compute the cpr o f the gearbox output sha f t , mul t ip ly the gear r a t i o by 20 .
11 ∗ Gear r a t i o (20 mm diam . , 12V motor ) = 488 .28125 :1
12 ∗/
13
14 #inc lude <BranchMotor . h>
15 #inc lude <Servo . h>
16
17 #de f i n e enc1PinA 38 //motor 1
18 #de f i n e enc1PinB 39
19 #de f i n e enc2PinA 42 //motor 2
20 #de f i n e enc2PinB 43
21 #de f i n e enc3PinA 46 //motor 3
22 #de f i n e enc3PinB 47
23 #de f i n e enc4PinA 50 //motor 4
24 #de f i n e enc4PinB 51
25 #de f i n e enc5PinA 34 //motor 5
26 #de f i n e enc5PinB 35
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27 #de f i n e enc6PinA 30 //motor 6
28 #de f i n e enc6PinB 31
29 #de f i n e enc7PinA 26 //motor 7
30 #de f i n e enc7PinB 27
31 #de f i n e enc8PinA 22 //motor 8
32 #de f i n e enc8PinB 23
33
34 v o l a t i l e i n t 3 2 t mtrPos i t ions [ 8 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
35
36 // Le f t Branch Actuators :
37 BranchMotor mtr1 (40 , 9 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 0 ] ) ; // dirPin , pwmPin , pwmVal , mtr count/
pos
38 BranchMotor mtr2 (44 , 8 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 1 ] ) ;
39 BranchMotor mtr3 (48 , 7 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 2 ] ) ;
40 BranchMotor mtr4 (52 , 6 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 3 ] ) ;
41 Servo l e f tBranch ; // l e f t se rvo
42
43 //Right Branch Actuators :
44 BranchMotor mtr5 (36 , 5 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 4 ] ) ; // dirPin , pwmPin , pwmVal , mtr count/
pos
45 BranchMotor mtr6 (32 , 4 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 5 ] ) ;
46 BranchMotor mtr7 (28 , 3 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 6 ] ) ;
47 BranchMotor mtr8 (24 , 2 , 150 , &mtrPos i t ions [ 7 ] ) ;
48 Servo r ightBranch ; // r i g h t se rvo
49
50 St r ing rawMsg = ”” ;
51 St r ing cmdRecv = ”” ;
52 St r ing cmdSent = ”” ;
53 char c t r l = ’ ’ ;
54 bool newMsg = f a l s e ;
55 const i n t 8 t l ookup tab l e [ ] = {0 ,−1 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,−1 ,−1 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,−1 ,0} ;
56
57
58 void setup ( ) {
59 l e f tBranch . attach (12) ;
60 r ightBranch . attach (13) ;
61
62 pinMode ( enc1PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
63 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc1PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
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64 pinMode ( enc1PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
65 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc1PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
66 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc1PinA ) , mtr1Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
67 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc1PinB ) , mtr1Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
68
69 pinMode ( enc2PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
70 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc2PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
71 pinMode ( enc2PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
72 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc2PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
73 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc2PinA ) , mtr2Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
74 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc2PinB ) , mtr2Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
75
76 pinMode ( enc3PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
77 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc3PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
78 pinMode ( enc3PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
79 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc3PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
80 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc3PinA ) , mtr3Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
81 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc3PinB ) , mtr3Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
82
83 pinMode ( enc4PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
84 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc4PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
85 pinMode ( enc4PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
86 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc4PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
87 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc4PinA ) , mtr4Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
88 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc4PinB ) , mtr4Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
89
90 pinMode ( enc5PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
91 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc5PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
92 pinMode ( enc5PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
93 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc5PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
94 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc5PinA ) , mtr5Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
95 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc5PinB ) , mtr5Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
96
97 pinMode ( enc6PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
98 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc6PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
99 pinMode ( enc6PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
100 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc6PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
101 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc6PinA ) , mtr6Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
102 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc6PinB ) , mtr6Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
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103
104 pinMode ( enc7PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
105 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc7PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
106 pinMode ( enc7PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
107 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc7PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
108 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc7PinA ) , mtr7Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
109 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc7PinB ) , mtr7Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
110
111 pinMode ( enc8PinA , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin A as input
112 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc8PinA , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
113 pinMode ( enc8PinB , INPUT PULLUP) ; // s e t s pin B as input
114 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( enc8PinB , HIGH) ; // turn on pul lup r e s i s t o r s
115 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc8PinA ) , mtr8Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
116 a t ta ch In t e r rup t ( d i g i t a lP inTo In t e r rup t ( enc8PinB ) , mtr8Interrupt , CHANGE) ;
117
118 S e r i a l . begin (9600) ;
119 S e r i a l 2 . begin (9600) ;
120 }
121
122 void loop ( ) {
123 i f (newMsg) {
124 c t r l = cmdRecv . charAt (0 ) ;
125 cmdRecv = cmdRecv . sub s t r i ng (2 ) ; //command to send motor s t a r t s a f t e r d e l im i t e r (
space )
126 switch ( c t r l ) {
127 //=====BRANCH EXTENSION/RETRACTION=====
128 case ’ [ ’ : // l e f t branch − go to s p e c i f i e d po s i t i o n ( extend/ r e t r a c t )
129 l e f tBranch . wr i t e ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
130 break ;
131 case ’ ] ’ : // r i g h t branch − go to s p e c i f i e d po s i t i o n ( extend/ r e t r a c t )
132 r ightBranch . wr i t e ( cmdRecv . to In t ( ) ) ;
133 break ;
134 case ’ t ’ : // extend l e f t branch f u l l y
135 l e f tBranch . wr i t e (145) ; //165 but i n t e r f e r e s with tendons
136 break ;
137 case ’ g ’ : // l e f t branch to middle
138 l e f tBranch . wr i t e (90) ;
139 break ;
140 case ’b ’ : // r e t r a c t l e f t branch f u l l y
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141 l e f tBranch . wr i t e (5 ) ;
142 break ;
143 case ’ y ’ : // extend r i gh t branch f u l l y
144 r ightBranch . wr i t e (35) ; //15 but i n t e r f e r e s with tendons
145 break ;
146 case ’h ’ : // r i g h t branch to middle
147 r ightBranch . wr i t e (90) ;
148 break ;
149 case ’n ’ : // r e t r a c t r i g h t branch f u l l y
150 r ightBranch . wr i t e (180) ;
151 break ;
152 //=====TENDON WINDING/UNWINDING=====
153 case ’ 1 ’ : //motor 1 − get p o s i t i o n or go to s p e c i f i e d po s i t i o n
154 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
155 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 0 ] ) ;
156 }
157 e l s e {
158 mtr1 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
159 }
160 break ;
161 case ’ 2 ’ :
162 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
163 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 1 ] ) ;
164 }
165 e l s e {
166 mtr2 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
167 }
168 break ;
169 case ’ 3 ’ :
170 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
171 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 2 ] ) ;
172 }
173 e l s e {
174 mtr3 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
175 }
176 break ;
177 case ’ 4 ’ :
178 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
179 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 3 ] ) ;
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180 }
181 e l s e {
182 mtr4 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
183 }
184 break ;
185 case ’ 5 ’ :
186 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
187 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 4 ] ) ;
188 }
189 e l s e {
190 mtr5 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
191 }
192 break ;
193 case ’ 6 ’ :
194 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
195 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 5 ] ) ;
196 }
197 e l s e {
198 mtr6 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
199 }
200 break ;
201 case ’ 7 ’ :
202 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
203 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 6 ] ) ;
204 }
205 e l s e {
206 mtr7 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
207 }
208 break ;
209 case ’ 8 ’ :
210 i f ( cmdRecv . equa l s ( ”P” ) ) {
211 S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( mtrPos i t i ons [ 7 ] ) ;
212 }
213 e l s e {
214 mtr8 . goToPos ( cmdRecv . t o In t ( ) ) ;
215 }
216 break ;
217 //=====TENDON ACTUATION IN RELATIVE INCREMENTS=====
218 //=====LEFT BRANCH=====
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219 case ’ r ’ : //motor 1 wind 150 counts
220 mtr1 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 0 ] + 150) ;
221 break ;
222 case ’ f ’ : //motor 1 unwind 150 counts
223 mtr1 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 0 ] − 150) ;
224 break ;
225 case ’ e ’ : //motor 2 wind 150 counts
226 mtr2 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 1 ] + 150) ;
227 break ;
228 case ’d ’ : //motor 2 unwind 150 counts
229 mtr2 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 1 ] − 150) ;
230 break ;
231 case ’w ’ : //motor 3 wind 150 counts
232 mtr3 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 2 ] + 150) ;
233 break ;
234 case ’ s ’ : //motor 3 unwind 150 counts
235 mtr3 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 2 ] − 150) ;
236 break ;
237 case ’ q ’ : //motor 4 wind 150 counts
238 mtr4 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 3 ] + 150) ;
239 break ;
240 case ’ a ’ : //motor 4 unwind 150 counts
241 mtr4 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 3 ] − 150) ;
242 break ;
243 //=====RIGHT BRANCH=====
244 case ’u ’ : //motor 5 wind 150 counts
245 mtr5 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 4 ] − 150) ; // negat ive va lue = wind on r i gh t branch
246 break ;
247 case ’ j ’ : //motor 5 unwind 150 counts
248 mtr5 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 4 ] + 150) ; // p o s i t i v e va lue = unwind on r i gh t
branch
249 break ;
250 case ’ i ’ : //motor 6 wind 150 counts
251 mtr6 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 5 ] − 150) ;
252 break ;
253 case ’ k ’ : //motor 6 unwind 150 counts
254 mtr6 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 5 ] + 150) ;
255 break ;
256 case ’ o ’ : //motor 7 wind 150 counts
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257 mtr7 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 6 ] − 150) ;
258 break ;
259 case ’ l ’ : //motor 7 unwind 150 counts
260 mtr7 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 6 ] + 150) ;
261 break ;
262 case ’p ’ : //motor 8 wind 150 counts
263 mtr8 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 7 ] − 150) ;
264 break ;
265 case ’ ; ’ : //motor 8 unwind 150 counts
266 mtr8 . goToPos ( mtrPos i t ions [ 7 ] + 150) ;
267 break ;
268 de f au l t :
269 break ;
270 } // switch end
271 c t r l = ’ ’ ;
272 } //end o f i f (newMsg)
273 newMsg = f a l s e ;
274 } // loop end
275
276
277 void mtr1Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 38 & 39 , PC6 & PC7 ( port C, p ins 6 & 7)
278 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr1 enc va l = 0 ;
279 mtr1 enc va l = mtr1 enc va l << 2 ; // save cur rent s t a t e (00AB) [ 4 b i t s ] as prev ious
(A ’B ’00) [ 4 b i t s ] , where A i s encoder channel A and B i s channel B
280 /∗ the OR operat ion in ( ) , the second OR below read ing l e f t to r i ght , ” combines”
(00A0) with (000B) to form (00AB)
281 ∗ f i r s t OR r ep l a c e s 0 ’ s in (A ’B ’00) with new A, B to form (A ’B ’AB) ∗/
282 mtr1 enc va l = mtr1 enc va l | ( ( (PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0x40 ) >> 5) | ( ( PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0
x80 ) >> 7) ) ;
283 mtrPos i t ions [ 0 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 0 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr1 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ; // ”0b”
denotes binary ; t h i s g e t s r i d o f a l l o ther b i t s except 0−3 ( the f i r s t 4 b i t s )
284 }
285
286 void mtr2Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 42 & 43 , PA19 & PA20
287 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr2 enc va l = 0 ;
288 mtr2 enc va l = mtr2 enc va l << 2 ;
289 mtr2 enc va l = mtr2 enc va l | ( ( (PIOA−>PIO PDSR & 0x80000 ) >> 18) | ( (PIOA−>PIO PDSR
& 0x100000 ) >> 20) ) ;




293 void mtr3Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 46 & 47 , PC17 & PC16
294 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr3 enc va l = 0 ;
295 mtr3 enc va l = mtr3 enc va l << 2 ;
296 mtr3 enc va l = mtr3 enc va l | ( ( (PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0x20000 ) >> 16) | ( ( PIOC−>PIO PDSR
& 0x10000 ) >> 16) ) ;
297 mtrPos i t ions [ 2 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 2 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr3 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ;
298 }
299
300 void mtr4Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 50 & 51 , PC13 & PC12
301 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr4 enc va l = 0 ;
302 mtr4 enc va l = mtr4 enc va l << 2 ;
303 mtr4 enc va l = mtr4 enc va l | ( ( (PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0x2000 ) >> 12) | ( ( PIOC−>PIO PDSR &
0x1000 ) >> 12) ) ;
304 mtrPos i t ions [ 3 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 3 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr4 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ;
305 }
306
307 void mtr5Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 34 & 35 , PC2 & PC3
308 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr5 enc va l = 0 ;
309 mtr5 enc va l = mtr5 enc va l << 2 ;
310 mtr5 enc va l = mtr5 enc va l | ( ( (PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0x04 ) >> 1) | ( ( PIOC−>PIO PDSR & 0
x08 ) >> 3) ) ;
311 mtrPos i t ions [ 4 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 4 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr5 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ;
312 }
313
314 void mtr6Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 30 & 31 , PD9 & PA7
315 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr6 enc va l = 0 ;
316 mtr6 enc va l = mtr6 enc va l << 2 ;
317 mtr6 enc va l = mtr6 enc va l | ( ( (PIOD−>PIO PDSR & 0x0200 ) >> 8) | ( (PIOA−>PIO PDSR &
0x80 )>>7)) ;
318 mtrPos i t ions [ 5 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 5 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr6 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ;
319 }
320
321 void mtr7Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 26 & 27 , PD1 & PD2
322 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr7 enc va l = 0 ;
323 mtr7 enc va l = mtr7 enc va l << 2 ;
324 mtr7 enc va l = mtr7 enc va l | ( ( (PIOD−>PIO PDSR & 0x02 ) ) | ( (PIOD−>PIO PDSR & 0x04 )
>> 2) ) ;
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325 mtrPos i t ions [ 6 ] = mtrPos i t i ons [ 6 ] − l o okup tab l e [ mtr7 enc va l & 0b1111 ] ;
326 }
327
328 void mtr8Interrupt ( ) { // p ins 22 & 23 , PB26 & PA14
329 s t a t i c u i n t 8 t mtr8 enc va l = 0 ;
330 mtr8 enc va l = mtr8 enc va l << 2 ;
331 mtr8 enc va l = mtr8 enc va l | ( ( (PIOB−>PIO PDSR & 0x4000000 ) >> 25) | ( (PIOA−>
PIO PDSR & 0x4000 ) >> 14) ) ;




336 //==========SENDING STRINGS OVER SERIAL======================
337 /∗∗∗Make sure S e r i a l Monitor i s s e t to add new l i n e cha rac t e r
338 Since end o f message char i s ’\n ’ , can use S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t l n ( ) to send messages
339 Will not work with j u s t S e r i a l 2 . p r i n t ( ) − message w i l l not be f u l l y read ( no ’\n ’ )
340 ∗/
341 void s e r i a lEven t ( ) { // read from Due S e r i a l Monitor , send to Mega
342 byte buf [ 2 5 6 ] ;
343 char c ;
344 whi le ( S e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
345 c = S e r i a l . read ( ) ; // reads input 1 char at a time
346 cmdSent += c ; // adds char to St r ing
347 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to save char
348 i f ( c == ’ \n ’ ) { // marks end o f message/command
349 cmdSent . getBytes ( buf , 256) ;
350 S e r i a l 2 . wr i t e ( buf , cmdSent . l ength ( ) ) ;
351 cmdSent = ”” ;
352 }
353 }
354 } //end o f s e r i a lEven t ( )
355
356 void s e r i a lEven t2 ( ) { // read from Mega ( data r e c e i v ed ) , send/ pr in t to Due S e r i a l
Monitor
357 char c ;
358 newMsg = true ;
359 whi le ( S e r i a l 2 . a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
360 c = S e r i a l 2 . read ( ) ;
361 rawMsg += c ;
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362 delay (5 ) ; // a l low time to save char
363 i f ( c == ’ \n ’ ) { //marks end o f message/command
364 rawMsg . tr im ( ) ; // removes new l i n e char
365 cmdRecv = rawMsg ;
366 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Received −> ” + cmdRecv) ;
367 rawMsg = ”” ;
368 }
369 }
370 } //end o f s e r i a lEven t2 ( )
371
372 //Not nece s sa ry
373 void writeToMaster ( S t r ing msg) {
374 byte buf [ 2 5 6 ] ;
375 msg += ’ \n ’ ; //add new l i n e char so Mega w i l l p r i n t r e c e i v ed msg to S e r i a l Mon.
376 msg . getBytes ( buf , 256) ; // convert to bytes , s t o r e in buf f o r sending ( S e r i a l )
377 S e r i a l 2 . wr i t e ( buf , msg . l ength ( ) ) ;
378 }
Listing 2: Arduino Due Code (Slave Device) - tendrilBranchActuationSlave 2.ino
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Appendix B C++/Arduino Library Files
1 /∗
2 Rhino . h − Library f o r c o n t r o l l i n g Rhino Servo DC Motor with UART (Example : http ://
r obok i t s . co . in /motors/high−torque−encoder−dc−servo−motor−10rpm−with−uart−i2c−ppm−
dr ive ? cPath=2 71&) .
3 Created by Samvrit S r in iva s , 24 March , 2016 .
4 Released in to the pub l i c domain .
5 Contact : samvrit . goku@gmail . com
6 Copyright (C) 2016 Samvrit S r i n i v a s
7
8 Modif ied by Michael Las t inge r
9
10 This program i s f r e e so f tware : you can r e d i s t r i b u t e i t and/ or modify
11 i t under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense as publ i shed by
12 the Free Software Foundation , e i t h e r v e r s i on 3 o f the License , or
13 ( at your opt ion ) any l a t e r v e r s i on .
14
15 This program i s d i s t r i b u t e d in the hope that i t w i l l be use fu l ,
16 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the impl i ed warranty o f
17 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
18 GNU General Publ ic L i cense f o r more d e t a i l s .
19
20 You should have r e c e i v ed a copy o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense
21 along with t h i s program . I f not , s e e <http ://www. gnu . org / l i c e n s e s />.
22 ∗/
23
24 #i f n d e f Rhino h
25 #de f i n e Rhino h
26
27
28 #inc lude ”Arduino . h”
29 #inc lude ” So f twa r eS e r i a l . h”
30
31 c l a s s So f twa r eS e r i a l ;
32
33 c l a s s Rhino
34 {
35 pub l i c :
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36 Rhino ( u i n t 8 t rx , u i n t 8 t tx ) : s e r i a l ( rx , tx ) , c o n s t r a i n t (0 ) , p r i n t (0 ) {} ;
37
38 void i n i t ( )
39 {
40 S e r i a l . begin (9600) ;
41 s e r i a l . begin (9600) ;
42 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
43 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”P0\ r ” ) ;
44 i f ( p r i n t )
45 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Motor I n i t i a t e d ! ” ) ;
46 }
47 void r e s e t ( )
48 {
49 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
50 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Y\ r ” ) ;
51 i f ( p r i n t )
52 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Motor Reset ! ” ) ;
53 }
54 void autoCa l ib ra te ( )
55 {
56 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
57 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”X\ r ” ) ;
58 i f ( p r i n t )
59 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Motor auto−c a l i b r a t i n g . . ” ) ;
60 }
61 void sendCmd( St r ing cmd)
62 {
63 char s [ cmd . l ength ( ) +2] ;
64 cmd . toCharArray ( s , cmd . l ength ( )+1) ;
65 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
66 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
67 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
68 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Command sent : ” ) ;
69 i f ( p r i n t )
70 {
71 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;




75 void sendCmd( char cmd [ ] )
76 {
77 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
78 s e r i a l . wr i t e (cmd) ;
79 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
80 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Command sent : ” ) ;
81 i f ( p r i n t )
82 {
83 S e r i a l . wr i t e (cmd) ;




88 void r o t a t e ( i n t speed1 )
89 {
90 speed1 = cons t r a i n ( speed1 ,−255 ,255) ;
91 St r ing speed = St r ing ( speed1 ) ;
92 speed = ”S”+speed ;
93 char s [ speed . l ength ( ) +2] ;
94 speed . toCharArray ( s , speed . l ength ( )+1) ;
95 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
96 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
97 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
98 i f ( p r i n t )
99 {
100 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Rotating motor at speed : ” ) ;




105 void stopMotor ( )
106 {
107 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
108 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”S0\ r ” ) ;
109 i f ( p r i n t )
110 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ”Motor stopped” ) ;
111 }
112 void gotoPos ( long pos1 )
113 {
119
114 pos1 = c e i l ( pos1 ) ;
115 i n t pos2 = ( i n t ) pos1 ;
116 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
117 pos2 = cons t r a i n ( pos2 , min , max ) ;
118 St r ing pos = St r ing ( pos2 ) ;
119 pos = ”G”+pos ;
120 char s [ pos . l ength ( ) +2] ;
121 pos . toCharArray ( s , pos . l ength ( )+1) ;
122 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
123 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
124 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
125 i f ( p r i n t )
126 {
127 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




132 void gotoAngleDeg ( f l o a t ang le1 )
133 {
134 angle1 ∗= 5 ;
135 angle1 = c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
136 i n t ang le2 = ( i n t ) angle1 ;
137 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
138 angle2 = cons t r a i n ( angle2 , min , max ) ;
139 St r ing ang le = ”G”+Str ing ( ang le2 ) ;
140 char s [ ang le . l ength ( ) +2] ;
141 ang le . toCharArray ( s , ang le . l ength ( )+1) ;
142 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
143 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
144 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
145 i f ( p r i n t )
146 {
147 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to ang le : ” ) ;




152 void gotoAngleRad ( f l o a t ang le1 )
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153 {
154 angle1 ∗= 286 .6242 ;
155 angle1 = c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
156 i n t ang le2 = ( i n t ) angle1 ;
157 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
158 angle2 = cons t r a i n ( angle2 , min , max ) ;
159 St r ing ang le = ”G”+Str ing ( ang le2 ) ;
160 char s [ ang le . l ength ( ) +2] ;
161 ang le . toCharArray ( s , ang le . l ength ( )+1) ;
162 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
163 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
164 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
165 i f ( p r i n t )
166 {
167 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to ang le : ” ) ;




172 void gotoAngleDegC ( f l o a t angle1 )
173 {
174 angle1 = cons t r a i n ( angle1 ,−180 ,180) ;
175 angle1 ∗= 5 ;
176 angle1 = c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
177 i n t ang le2 = ( i n t ) angle1 ;
178 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
179 angle2 = cons t r a i n ( angle2 , min , max ) ;
180 St r ing ang le = ”G”+Str ing ( ang le2 ) ;
181 char s [ ang le . l ength ( ) +2] ;
182 ang le . toCharArray ( s , ang le . l ength ( )+1) ;
183 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
184 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
185 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
186 i f ( p r i n t )
187 {
188 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to ang le : ” ) ;





193 void gotoAngleRadC ( f l o a t ang le1 )
194 {
195 angle1 = cons t r a i n ( angle1 , −3 .1415 ,3 .1415) ;
196 angle1 ∗= 286 .6242 ;
197 angle1 = c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
198 i n t ang le2 = ( i n t ) angle1 ;
199 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
200 angle2 = cons t r a i n ( angle2 , min , max ) ;
201 St r ing ang le = ”G”+Str ing ( ang le2 ) ;
202 char s [ ang le . l ength ( ) +2] ;
203 ang le . toCharArray ( s , ang le . l ength ( )+1) ;
204 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
205 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
206 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
207 i f ( p r i n t )
208 {
209 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to ang le : ” ) ;




214 void gotoRel ( long pos1 )
215 {
216 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
217 {
218 i f ( p r i n t )
219 {
220 printOutput (0 ) ;
221 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
222 printOutput (1 ) ;
223 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )
224 pos1 = 0 ;
225 }
226 e l s e
227 {
228 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
229 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )




233 St r ing pos = St r ing ( pos1 ) ;
234 pos = ”R”+pos ;
235 char s [ pos . l ength ( ) +2] ;
236 pos . toCharArray ( s , pos . l ength ( )+1) ;
237 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
238 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
239 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
240 i f ( p r i n t )
241 {
242 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to r e l a t i v e po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




247 void gotoRelDeg ( f l o a t pos1 )
248 {
249 pos1 = pos1 ∗5 ;
250 i n t pos2 = c e i l ( pos1 ) ;
251 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
252 {
253 i f ( p r i n t )
254 {
255 printOutput (0 ) ;
256 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
257 printOutput (1 ) ;
258 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )
259 pos2 = 0 ;
260 }
261 e l s e
262 {
263 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
264 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )
265 pos2 = 0 ;
266 }
267 }
268 St r ing pos = St r ing ( pos2 ) ;
269 pos = ”R”+pos ;
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270 char s [ pos . l ength ( ) +2] ;
271 pos . toCharArray ( s , pos . l ength ( )+1) ;
272 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
273 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
274 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
275 i f ( p r i n t )
276 {
277 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to r e l a t i v e po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




282 void gotoRelRad ( f l o a t pos1 )
283 {
284 pos1 = pos1 ∗286 .6242 ;
285 i n t pos2 = c e i l ( pos1 ) ;
286 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
287 {
288 i f ( p r i n t )
289 {
290 printOutput (0 ) ;
291 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
292 printOutput (1 ) ;
293 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )
294 pos2 = 0 ;
295
296 }
297 e l s e
298 {
299 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
300 i f ( ( pos1 > ( max − cu r r po s ) ) | | ( pos1 < ( min − cu r r po s ) ) )
301 pos2 = 0 ;
302 }
303 }
304 St r ing pos = St r ing ( pos2 ) ;
305 pos = ”R”+pos ;
306 char s [ pos . l ength ( ) +2] ;
307 pos . toCharArray ( s , pos . l ength ( )+1) ;
308 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
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309 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
310 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
311 i f ( p r i n t )
312 {
313 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”Go to r e l a t i v e po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




318 void setSFGain ( i n t gain1 )
319 {
320 gain1 = cons t r a i n ( gain1 , 0 , 32767 ) ;
321 St r ing gain = St r ing ( gain1 ) ;
322 gain = ”A”+gain ;
323 char s [ ga in . l ength ( ) +2] ;
324 gain . toCharArray ( s , ga in . l ength ( )+1) ;
325 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
326 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
327 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
328 i f ( p r i n t )
329 {
330 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng Speed Feedback Gain : ” ) ;




335 void setP ( i n t p1 )
336 {
337 St r ing p = St r ing ( p1 ) ;
338 p = ”B”+p ;
339 char s [ p . l ength ( ) +2] ;
340 p . toCharArray ( s , p . l ength ( )+1) ;
341 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
342 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
343 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
344 i f ( p r i n t )
345 {
346 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng P: ” ) ;





351 void s e t I ( i n t i 1 )
352 {
353 St r ing i = St r ing ( i 1 ) ;
354 i = ”C”+i ;
355 char s [ i . l ength ( ) +2] ;
356 i . toCharArray ( s , i . l ength ( )+1) ;
357 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
358 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
359 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
360 i f ( p r i n t )
361 {
362 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng I : ” ) ;




367 void setD ( i n t d1 )
368 {
369 d1 = cons t r a i n (d1 , 0 , 255 ) ;
370 St r ing d = St r ing ( d1 ) ;
371 d = ”D”+d ;
372 char s [ d . l ength ( ) +2] ;
373 d . toCharArray ( s , d . l ength ( )+1) ;
374 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
375 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
376 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
377 i f ( p r i n t )
378 {
379 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng D: ” ) ;




384 void setSpeed ( i n t speed1 )
385 {
386 speed1 = cons t r a i n ( speed1 , 0 , 255 ) ;
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387 St r ing speed = St r ing ( speed1 ) ;
388 speed = ”M”+speed ;
389 char s [ speed . l ength ( ) +2] ;
390 speed . toCharArray ( s , speed . l ength ( )+1) ;
391 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
392 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
393 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
394 i f ( p r i n t )
395 {
396 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng maximum speed : ” ) ;




401 void setI2CAddr ( i n t addr1 )
402 {
403 addr1 = cons t r a i n ( addr1 , 0 , 2 55 ) ;
404 St r ing addr = St r ing ( addr1 ) ;
405 addr = ”D”+addr ;
406 char s [ addr . l ength ( ) +2] ;
407 addr . toCharArray ( s , addr . l ength ( )+1) ;
408 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
409 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
410 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
411 i f ( p r i n t )
412 {
413 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng I2C address : ” ) ;




418 void setPos ( i n t pos1 )
419 {
420 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
421 {
422 i f ( p r i n t )
423 {
424 printOutput (0 ) ;
425 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
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426 printOutput (1 ) ;
427 i f ( pos1 > max)
428 pos1 = max ;
429 e l s e i f ( pos1 < min )
430 pos1 = min ;
431 }
432 e l s e
433 {
434 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
435 i f ( pos1 > max)
436 pos1 = max ;
437 e l s e i f ( pos1 < min )
438 pos1 = min ;
439 }
440 }
441 St r ing pos = St r ing ( pos1 ) ;
442 pos = ”P”+pos ;
443 char s [ pos . l ength ( ) +2] ;
444 pos . toCharArray ( s , pos . l ength ( )+1) ;
445 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
446 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
447 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
448 i f ( p r i n t )
449 {
450 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng motor po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




455 void setAngleDeg ( f l o a t angle1 )
456 {
457 angle1 ∗= 5 ;
458 i n t ang le = ( i n t ) c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
459 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
460 {
461 i f ( p r i n t )
462 {
463 printOutput (0 ) ;
464 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
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465 printOutput (1 ) ;
466 i f ( ang le > max)
467 ang le = max ;
468 e l s e i f ( ang le < min )
469 ang le = min ;
470 }
471 e l s e
472 {
473 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
474 i f ( ang le > max)
475 ang le = max ;
476 e l s e i f ( ang le < min )
477 ang le = min ;
478 }
479 }
480 St r ing angle2 = St r ing ( ang le ) ;
481 angle2 = ”P”+angle2 ;
482 char s [ ang le2 . l ength ( ) +2] ;
483 angle2 . toCharArray ( s , ang le2 . l ength ( )+1) ;
484 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
485 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
486 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
487 i f ( p r i n t )
488 {
489 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng motor po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




494 void setAngleRad ( f l o a t ang le1 )
495 {
496 angle1 ∗= 286 .6242 ;
497 i n t ang le = ( i n t ) c e i l ( ang le1 ) ;
498 i f ( c o n s t r a i n t )
499 {
500 i f ( p r i n t )
501 {
502 printOutput (0 ) ;
503 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
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504 printOutput (1 ) ;
505 i f ( ang le > max)
506 ang le = max ;
507 e l s e i f ( ang le < min )
508 ang le = min ;
509 }
510 e l s e
511 {
512 i n t cu r r po s = getPos ( ) ;
513 i f ( ang le > max)
514 ang le = max ;
515 e l s e i f ( ang le < min )
516 ang le = min ;
517 }
518 }
519 St r ing angle2 = St r ing ( ang le ) ;
520 angle2 = ”P”+angle2 ;
521 char s [ ang le2 . l ength ( ) +2] ;
522 angle2 . toCharArray ( s , ang le2 . l ength ( )+1) ;
523 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
524 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( s ) ;
525 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”\ r ” ) ;
526 i f ( p r i n t )
527 {
528 S e r i a l . wr i t e ( ” Se t t i ng motor po s i t i o n : ” ) ;




533 void s e tCons t ra in t ( )
534 {
535 c o n s t r a i n t = 1 ;
536 }
537 void s e tCons t ra in t ( f l o a t min , f l o a t max)
538 {
539 c o n s t r a i n t = 1 ;
540 min = ( long )min ;
541 max = ( long )max ;
542 }
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543 void setConstra intRad ( f l o a t min , f l o a t max)
544 {
545 c o n s t r a i n t = 1 ;
546 min = ( long ) (min ∗286 .6242) ;
547 max = ( long ) (max∗286 .6242) ;
548 }
549 void setConstra intDeg ( f l o a t min , f l o a t max)
550 {
551 c o n s t r a i n t = 1 ;
552 min = ( long ) (min∗5) ;
553 max = ( long ) (max∗5) ;
554 }
555 void removeConstraint ( )
556 {
557 c o n s t r a i n t = 0 ;
558 }
559 void printOutput ( bool cho i c e )
560 {
561 i f ( cho i c e )
562 p r i n t = 1 ;
563 e l s e i f ( ! cho i c e )
564 p r i n t = 0 ;
565 }
566 i n t getPos ( )
567 {
568 i n t p o s i t i o n ;
569 bool neg = 0 ;
570 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
571 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
572 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”P\ r ” ) ;
573 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
574 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=3) ; //was 2
575 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
576 {
577 char inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ; //was i n t
578 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
579 i nS t r i n g += inChar ;
580 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
581 neg = 1 ;
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582 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
583 {
584 po s i t i o n = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
585 i f ( neg )
586 po s i t i o n ∗= −1;
587 i f ( p r i n t )
588 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( p o s i t i o n ) ;




593 f l o a t getAngleDeg ( )
594 {
595 f l o a t ang le ;
596 bool neg = 0 ;
597 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
598 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
599 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”P\ r ” ) ;
600 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
601 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
602 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
603 {
604 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
605 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
606 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
607 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
608 neg = 1 ;
609 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
610 {
611 ang le = ( i nS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ) /5 ;
612 i f ( neg )
613 ang le ∗= −1;
614 i f ( p r i n t )
615 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ang le ) ;




620 f l o a t getAngleRad ( )
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621 {
622 f l o a t ang le ;
623 bool neg = 0 ;
624 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
625 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
626 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”P\ r ” ) ;
627 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
628 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
629 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
630 {
631 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
632 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
633 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
634 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
635 neg = 1 ;
636 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
637 {
638 ang le = ( i nS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ) /286 .6242 ;
639 i f ( neg )
640 ang le ∗= −1;
641 i f ( p r i n t )
642 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ang le ) ;




647 i n t getSpeed ( )
648 {
649 i n t speed ;
650 bool neg = 0 ;
651 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
652 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
653 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”M\ r ” ) ;
654 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
655 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
656 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
657 {
658 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
659 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
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660 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
661 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
662 neg = 1 ;
663 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
664 {
665 speed = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
666 i f ( neg )
667 speed ∗= −1;
668 i f ( p r i n t )
669 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( speed ) ;




674 i n t getRotSpeed ( )
675 {
676 i n t speed ;
677 bool neg = 0 ;
678 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
679 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
680 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”S\ r ” ) ;
681 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
682 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
683 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
684 {
685 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
686 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
687 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
688 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
689 neg = 1 ;
690 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
691 {
692 speed = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
693 i f ( neg )
694 speed ∗= −1;
695 i f ( p r i n t )
696 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( speed ) ;





701 i n t getI2CAddr ( )
702 {
703 i n t addr ;
704 bool neg = 0 ;
705 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
706 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
707 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”E\ r ” ) ;
708 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
709 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
710 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
711 {
712 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
713 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
714 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
715 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
716 neg = 1 ;
717 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
718 {
719 addr = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
720 i f ( neg )
721 addr ∗= −1;
722 i f ( p r i n t )
723 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( addr ) ;




728 i n t getSFGain ( )
729 {
730 i n t gain ;
731 bool neg = 0 ;
732 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
733 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
734 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”A\ r ” ) ;
735 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
736 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
737 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
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738 {
739 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
740 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
741 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
742 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
743 neg = 1 ;
744 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
745 {
746 gain = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
747 i f ( neg )
748 gain ∗= −1;
749 i f ( p r i n t )
750 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ga in ) ;




755 i n t getP ( )
756 {
757 i n t gain ;
758 bool neg = 0 ;
759 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
760 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
761 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”B\ r ” ) ;
762 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
763 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
764 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
765 {
766 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
767 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
768 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
769 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
770 neg = 1 ;
771 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
772 {
773 gain = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
774 i f ( neg )
775 gain ∗= −1;
776 i f ( p r i n t )
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777 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ga in ) ;




782 i n t g e t I ( )
783 {
784 i n t gain ;
785 bool neg = 0 ;
786 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
787 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
788 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”C\ r ” ) ;
789 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
790 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
791 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
792 {
793 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
794 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
795 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
796 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
797 neg = 1 ;
798 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
799 {
800 gain = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
801 i f ( neg )
802 gain ∗= −1;
803 i f ( p r i n t )
804 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ga in ) ;




809 i n t getD ( )
810 {
811 i n t gain ;
812 bool neg = 0 ;
813 St r ing i nS t r i n g = ”” ;
814 s e r i a l . f l u s h ( ) ;
815 s e r i a l . wr i t e ( ”D\ r ” ) ;
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816 s e r i a l . l i s t e n ( ) ;
817 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( )<=2) ;
818 whi le ( s e r i a l . a v a i l a b l e ( ) )
819 {
820 i n t inChar = s e r i a l . read ( ) ;
821 i f ( i sD i g i t ( inChar ) )
822 i nS t r i n g += ( char ) inChar ;
823 i f ( inChar==’− ’ )
824 neg = 1 ;
825 i f ( inChar==’ \ r ’ )
826 {
827 gain = inS t r i n g . t o In t ( ) ;
828 i f ( neg )
829 gain ∗= −1;
830 i f ( p r i n t )
831 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ga in ) ;




836 pr i va t e :
837 So f twa r eS e r i a l s e r i a l ;
838 bool c on s t r a i n t , p r i n t ;
839 long max , min ;
840 } ;
841
842 #end i f
Listing 3: Rhino Motor Library - Rhino.h
1 /∗
2 ∗ MatrixMath . h Library f o r Matrix Math
3 ∗
4 ∗ Created by Char l i e Matlack on 12/18/10.
5 ∗ Modif ied from code by RobH45345 on Arduino Forums , a lgor i thm from
6 ∗ NUMERICAL RECIPES : The Art o f S c i e n t i f i c Computing .
7 ∗ Modif ied to work with Arduino 1 . 0 /1 . 5 by randomvibe & r o b t i l l a a r t
8 ∗ Made in to a r e a l l i b r a r y on GitHub by Va s i l i s G e o r g i t z i k i s ( t z i k i s )




12 #i f n d e f MatrixMath h
13 #de f i n e MatrixMath h
14
15 #i f de f ined (ARDUINO) && ARDUINO >= 100
16 #inc lude ”Arduino . h”
17 #e l s e
18 #inc lude ”WProgram . h”
19 #end i f
20
21 c l a s s MatrixMath
22 {
23 pub l i c :
24 //MatrixMath ( ) ;
25 void Pr int ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , S t r ing l a b e l ) ;
26 void Copy( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t n , i n t m, f l o a t ∗ B) ;
27 void Mult ip ly ( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t p , i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C) ;
28 void Add( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C) ;
29 void Subtract ( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C) ;
30 void Transpose ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C) ;
31 void Sca l e ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t k ) ;
32 i n t Inve r t ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t n) ;
33 } ;
34
35 extern MatrixMath Matrix ;
36 #end i f
Listing 4: MatrixMath Library - MatrixMath.h
1 /∗
2 ∗ MatrixMath . cpp Library f o r Matrix Math
3 ∗
4 ∗ Created by Char l i e Matlack on 12/18/10.
5 ∗ Modif ied from code by RobH45345 on Arduino Forums , a lgor i thm from
6 ∗ NUMERICAL RECIPES : The Art o f S c i e n t i f i c Computing .
7 ∗/
8
9 #inc lude ”MatrixMath . h”
10
11 #de f i n e NR END 1
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12
13 MatrixMath Matrix ; // Pre−i n s t a n t i a t e
14
15 // Matrix Pr in t ing Routine
16 // Uses tabs to s epara t e numbers under assumption pr in ted f l o a t width won ’ t cause
problems
17 void MatrixMath : : Pr int ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , S t r ing l a b e l )
18 {
19 // A = input matrix (m x n)
20 i n t i , j ;
21 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
22 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( l a b e l ) ;
23 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
24 {
25 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
26 {
27 S e r i a l . p r i n t (A[ n ∗ i + j ] , 4) ;
28 S e r i a l . p r i n t ( ”\ t ” ) ;
29 }




34 void MatrixMath : : Copy( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t n , i n t m, f l o a t ∗ B)
35 {
36 i n t i , j , k ;
37 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
38 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
39 {




44 //Matrix Mu l t i p l i c a t i on Routine
45 // C = A∗B
46 void MatrixMath : : Mult ip ly ( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t p , i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C)
47 {
48 // A = input matrix (m x p)
49 // B = input matrix (p x n)
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50 // m = number o f rows in A
51 // p = number o f columns in A = number o f rows in B
52 // n = number o f columns in B
53 // C = output matrix = A∗B (m x n)
54 i n t i , j , k ;
55 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
56 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
57 {
58 C[ n ∗ i + j ] = 0 ;
59 f o r ( k = 0 ; k < p ; k++)





65 //Matrix Addit ion Routine
66 void MatrixMath : : Add( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C)
67 {
68 // A = input matrix (m x n)
69 // B = input matrix (m x n)
70 // m = number o f rows in A = number o f rows in B
71 // n = number o f columns in A = number o f columns in B
72 // C = output matrix = A+B (m x n)
73 i n t i , j ;
74 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
75 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)




80 //Matrix Subtract ion Routine
81 void MatrixMath : : Subtract ( f l o a t ∗ A, f l o a t ∗ B, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C)
82 {
83 // A = input matrix (m x n)
84 // B = input matrix (m x n)
85 // m = number o f rows in A = number o f rows in B
86 // n = number o f columns in A = number o f columns in B
87 // C = output matrix = A−B (m x n)
88 i n t i , j ;
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89 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
90 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)




95 //Matrix Transpose Routine
96 void MatrixMath : : Transpose ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t ∗ C)
97 {
98 // A = input matrix (m x n)
99 // m = number o f rows in A
100 // n = number o f columns in A
101 // C = output matrix = the t ranspose o f A (n x m)
102 i n t i , j ;
103 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
104 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
105 C[m ∗ j + i ] = A[ n ∗ i + j ] ;
106 }
107
108 void MatrixMath : : Sca l e ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t m, i n t n , f l o a t k )
109 {
110 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < m; i++)
111 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)




116 //Matrix Inve r s i on Routine
117 // ∗ This func t i on i n v e r t s a matrix based on the Gauss Jordan method .
118 // ∗ Sp e c i f i c a l l y , i t uses p a r t i a l p i vo t ing to improve numeric s t a b i l i t y .
119 // ∗ The algor i thm i s drawn from those presented in
120 // NUMERICAL RECIPES : The Art o f S c i e n t i f i c Computing .
121 // ∗ The func t i on r e tu rn s 1 on succes s , 0 on f a i l u r e .
122 // ∗ NOTE: The argument i s ALSO the r e s u l t matrix , meaning the input matrix i s
REPLACED
123 i n t MatrixMath : : Inve r t ( f l o a t ∗ A, i n t n)
124 {
125 // A = input matrix AND r e s u l t matrix
126 // n = number o f rows = number o f columns in A (n x n)
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127 i n t pivrow ; // keeps t rack o f cur r ent p ivot row
128 i n t k , i , j ; // k : o v e r a l l index along d iagona l ; i : row index ; j : c o l index
129 i n t pivrows [ n ] ; // keeps t rack o f rows swaps to undo at end
130 f l o a t tmp ; // used f o r f i nd i n g max value and making column swaps
131
132 f o r ( k = 0 ; k < n ; k++)
133 {
134 // f i nd p ivot row , the row with b i g g e s t entry in cur rent column
135 tmp = 0 ;
136 f o r ( i = k ; i < n ; i++)
137 {
138 i f ( abs (A[ i ∗ n + k ] ) >= tmp) // ’ Avoid us ing other f unc t i on s i n s i d e abs ( ) ? ’
139 {
140 tmp = abs (A[ i ∗ n + k ] ) ;




145 // check f o r s i n gu l a r matrix
146 i f (A[ pivrow ∗ n + k ] == 0.0 f )
147 {
148 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ” Inve r s i on f a i l e d due to s i n gu l a r matrix ” ) ;
149 r e turn 0 ;
150 }
151
152 // Execute p ivot ( row swap ) i f needed
153 i f ( pivrow != k)
154 {
155 // swap row k with pivrow
156 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
157 {
158 tmp = A[ k ∗ n + j ] ;
159 A[ k ∗ n + j ] = A[ pivrow ∗ n + j ] ;
160 A[ pivrow ∗ n + j ] = tmp ;
161 }
162 }
163 pivrows [ k ] = pivrow ; // record row swap ( even i f no swap happened )
164
165 tmp = 1.0 f / A[ k ∗ n + k ] ; // i nv e r t p ivot element
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166 A[ k ∗ n + k ] = 1 .0 f ; // This element o f input matrix becomes r e s u l t matrix
167
168 // Perform row reduct i on ( d i v id e every element by p ivot )
169 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
170 {
171 A[ k ∗ n + j ] = A[ k ∗ n + j ] ∗ tmp ;
172 }
173
174 // Now e l im ina t e a l l o ther e n t r i e s in t h i s column
175 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)
176 {
177 i f ( i != k )
178 {
179 tmp = A[ i ∗ n + k ] ;
180 A[ i ∗ n + k ] = 0 .0 f ; // The other p lace where in matrix becomes r e s u l t mat
181 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < n ; j++)
182 {






189 // Done , now need to undo p ivot row swaps by doing column swaps in r e v e r s e order
190 f o r ( k = n − 1 ; k >= 0 ; k−−)
191 {
192 i f ( pivrows [ k ] != k )
193 {
194 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)
195 {
196 tmp = A[ i ∗ n + k ] ;
197 A[ i ∗ n + k ] = A[ i ∗ n + pivrows [ k ] ] ;




202 r e turn 1 ;
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203 }
Listing 5: MatrixMath Library - MatrixMath.cpp
1 /∗
2 ∗ Library f o r c o n t r o l l i n g Polo lu 20mm 12V DC Motor w/ Encoder :
3 ∗ https : //www. po lo lu . com/product /3497/
4 ∗ Created by Michael Las t inge r
5 ∗ Motor : @12V 29 RPM, 350 oz−in (25 kg−cm) ; gearbox torque l im i t i s 70 oz−in (5 kg−
cm)
6 ∗ Encoder : 20 counts per r e vo l u t i on ( cpr )
7 ∗ To compute the cpr o f the gearbox output sha f t , mul t ip ly the gear r a t i o by 20
8 ∗ Gear r a t i o = 488 .28125 :1
9 ∗/
10
11 #i f n d e f BranchMotor h
12 #de f i n e BranchMotor h
13
14 #inc lude ”Arduino . h”
15 #inc lude ”Encoder . h”
16 #inc lude ”PID v1 . h”
17
18 c l a s s BranchMotor
19 {
20 pub l i c :
21 BranchMotor ( ) = de l e t e ; // remove d e f au l t con s t ruc to r
22 // Constructor
23 // Reca l l − ” :” denotes i n i t i a l i z a t i o n l i s t
24 BranchMotor ( i n t 8 t dirPin , i n t 8 t pwmPin , i n t pwmVal , v o l a t i l e i n t 3 2 t ∗pos ) : d i r (
d i rP in ) , pwm(pwmPin) , pwm Val (pwmVal) , encCnt ( pos ) , mtrPID(&input , &output , &
se tpo in t , Kp, Ki , Kd, DIRECT) {
25 pinMode ( dir , OUTPUT) ;
26 pinMode (pwm, OUTPUT) ;
27 } ;
28
29 void goToPos ( i n t 3 2 t p) {
30 i n t 3 2 t i n i tPo s = ∗encCnt ; // i n i t i a l encoder p o s i t i o n
31 s e t po i n t = p ;
32
33 i f ( ( i n i tPo s − s e t po i n t ) < 0) {
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34 forward ( ) ;
35 }
36 e l s e i f ( ( i n i tPo s − s e tpo i n t ) > 0) {
37 backward ( ) ;
38 }
39 e l s e {
40 stop ( ) ;
41 }
42 mtrPID . SetMode (AUTOMATIC) ;
43 // PID c o n t r o l l e r :
44 whi le (moving ) {
45 input = ( double ) ∗encCnt ;
46 S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( input ) ;
47 e r r o r = s e tpo i n t − input ;
48 mtrPID . Compute ( ) ; // update PID output
49 // S e r i a l . p r i n t (”PID OUTPUT (PWM) : ”) ;
50 // S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( output ) ;
51 i f ( e r r o r >= 0) {
52 forward ( ) ;
53 }
54 i f ( e r r o r < 0 ) {
55 backward ( ) ;
56 }
57 analogWrite (pwm, output ) ; // use output o f PID c o n t r o l l e r to c on t r o l motor
speed (motor s lows as i t r eaches s e tpo i n t )
58 i f ( abs ( e r r o r ) <= 25) { // with in 25 cnts o f s e t po i n t
59 lowErrCnt++;
60 }
61 i f ( lowErrCnt >= 100) { // e r r o r i s c o n s i s t e n t l y low −> s e tpo i n t ” reached ”
62 stop ( ) ; // stop motor ( turn ” o f f ”)





68 void forward ( ) {
69 analogWrite (pwm, pwm Val ) ;
70 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d ir , LOW) ;




74 void backward ( ) {
75 analogWrite (pwm, pwm Val ) ;
76 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d ir , HIGH) ;
77 moving = true ;
78 } ;
79
80 void stop ( ) {
81 analogWrite (pwm, LOW) ;
82 d i g i t a lWr i t e ( d ir , HIGH) ;
83 moving = f a l s e ;
84 } ;
85
86 i n t 3 2 t getRev ( ) { // r e tu rn s cur rent # o f r e v o l u t i o n s o f motor sha f t ( p o s i t i o n )
87 mtrPos = ∗encCnt /9766 ; // g e a r r a t i o ∗ cpr = 488.28125∗20 = 9765.625
88 r e turn mtrPos ;
89 } ;
90
91 pr i va t e :
92 i n t 8 t d i r ;
93 i n t 8 t pwm;
94 i n t pwm Val ;
95 //Encoder enc ;
96 bool moving = f a l s e ;
97 i n t 3 2 t mtrPos ;
98 v o l a t i l e i n t 3 2 t ∗encCnt ;
99 double s e tpo in t , input , output , e r r o r ;
100 // best ( no tendon attached ) Kp=0.28 (PWM=2.80; w/ in 8 cnts )
101 // best on TREE Kp=0.51
102 double Kp=0.51 , Ki=0, Kd=0;
103 PID mtrPID ;
104 i n t lowErrCnt = 0 ;
105
106 } ; //end o f c l a s s de f
107
108 #end i f //BranchMotor h
Listing 6: Branch Motor Library - BranchMotor.h
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1 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
2 ∗ Modif ied by Michael Las t inge r
3 ∗ f o r TREE Branch actuat ion ( c losed−loop con t r o l )
4 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
5
6 #i f n d e f PID v1 h
7 #de f i n e PID v1 h
8 #de f i n e LIBRARY VERSION 1 . 1 . 1
9
10 c l a s s PID
11 {
12 pub l i c :
13
14 //Constants used in some o f the f unc t i on s below
15 #de f i n e AUTOMATIC 1
16 #de f i n e MANUAL 0
17 #de f i n e DIRECT 0
18 #de f i n e REVERSE 1
19
20 //commonly used func t i on s
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
21 PID( double ∗ , double ∗ , double ∗ , // ∗ con s t ruc to r . l i n k s the PID to the
Input , Output , and
22 double , double , double , i n t ) ; // Setpo int . I n i t i a l tuning parameters
are a l s o s e t here
23
24 void SetMode ( i n t Mode) ; // ∗ s e t s PID to e i t h e r Manual (0 ) or Auto
(non−0)
25
26 bool Compute ( ) ; // ∗ performs the PID c a l c u l a t i o n . i t
should be
27 // c a l l e d every time loop ( ) c y c l e s . ON/
OFF and
28 // c a l c u l a t i o n f requency can be s e t us ing
SetMode
29 // SetSampleTime r e s p e c t i v e l y
30
31 void SetOutputLimits ( double , double ) ; // clamps the output to a s p e c i f i c range .
0−255 by de fau l t , but
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32 // i t ’ s l i k e l y the user w i l l want to change t h i s depending on
33 // the app l i c a t i o n
34
35
36 // a v a i l a b l e but not commonly used func t i on s
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
37 void SetTunings ( double , double , // ∗ While most u s e r s w i l l s e t the tun ings
once in the
38 double ) ; // cons t ructor , t h i s f unc t i on g i v e s the
user the opt ion
39 // o f changing tun ings during runtime f o r
Adaptive c on t r o l
40 void S e tCon t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on ( i n t ) ; // ∗ Sets the Direct ion , or ”Action” o f the
c o n t r o l l e r . DIRECT
41 // means the output w i l l i n c r e a s e when e r r o r i s p o s i t i v e .
REVERSE
42 // means the oppos i t e . i t ’ s very un l i k e l y that t h i s w i l l be
needed
43 // once i t i s s e t in the con s t ruc to r .
44 void SetSampleTime ( i n t ) ; // ∗ s e t s the frequency , in Mi l l i s e conds ,
with which
45 // the PID c a l c u l a t i o n i s performed .
d e f au l t i s 100
46
47
48 //Display func t i on s
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
49 double GetKp ( ) ; // These f unc t i on s query the pid f o r i n t e r a l va lue s .
50 double GetKi ( ) ; // they were c rea ted mainly f o r the pid f ront−end ,
51 double GetKd ( ) ; // where i t ’ s important to know what i s a c t ua l l y
52 i n t GetMode ( ) ; // i n s i d e the PID .
53 i n t GetDirect ion ( ) ; //
54
55 pr i va t e :
56 void I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
57
58 double dispKp ; // ∗ we ’ l l hold on to the tuning parameters in user−entered
59 double dispKi ; // format f o r d i sp l ay purposes
60 double dispKd ; //
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61
62 double kp ; // ∗ (P) r opo r t i ona l Tuning Parameter
63 double k i ; // ∗ ( I ) n t e g r a l Tuning Parameter
64 double kd ; // ∗ (D) e r i v a t i v e Tuning Parameter
65
66 i n t c o n t r o l l e rD i r e c t i o n ;
67
68 double ∗myInput ; // ∗ Pointe r s to the Input , Output , and Setpo int
v a r i a b l e s
69 double ∗myOutput ; // This c r e a t e s a hard l i n k between the v a r i a b l e s
and the
70 double ∗mySetpoint ; // PID , f r e e i n g the user from having to
cons tant ly t e l l us
71 // what these va lue s are . with po i n t e r s we ’ l l
j u s t know .
72
73 unsigned long lastTime ;
74 double ITerm , la s t Input , l a s tE r r o r ;
75
76 unsigned long SampleTime ;
77 double outMin , outMax ;
78 bool inAuto ;
79 } ;
80 #end i f
Listing 7: PID Library - PID v1.h
1 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
2 ∗ Arduino PID Library − Vers ion 1 . 1 . 1
3 ∗ by Brett Beauregard <br3ttb@gmail . com> bret tbeauregard . com
4 ∗ Modif ied by Michael Las t inge r f o r TREE Branch actuat ion ( c losed−loop con t r o l )
5
6 ∗ This Library i s l i c e n s e d under a GPLv3 License
7 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
8
9 #i f ARDUINO >= 100
10 #inc lude ”Arduino . h”
11 #e l s e
12 #inc lude ”WProgram . h”
13 #end i f
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14
15 #inc lude <PID v1 . h>
16
17 /∗Constructor ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
18 ∗ The parameters s p e c i f i e d here are those f o r f o r which we can ’ t s e t up
19 ∗ r e l i a b l e de f au l t s , so we need to have the user s e t them .
20 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
21 PID : : PID( double ∗ Input , double ∗ Output , double ∗ Setpoint ,
22 double Kp, double Ki , double Kd, i n t Con t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on )
23 {
24
25 myOutput = Output ;
26 myInput = Input ;
27 mySetpoint = Setpo int ;
28 inAuto = f a l s e ;
29
30 PID : : SetOutputLimits (0 , 150) ; // d e f au l t output l im i t cor re sponds to
31 // the arduino pwm l im i t s
32
33 SampleTime = 100 ; // d e f au l t Con t r o l l e r Sample Time i s 0 . 1 seconds
34
35 PID : : S e tCon t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on ( Con t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on ) ;
36 PID : : SetTunings (Kp, Ki , Kd) ;
37
38 lastTime = m i l l i s ( )−SampleTime ;
39 }
40
41 /∗ Compute ( ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
42 ∗ This , as they say , i s where the magic happens . t h i s f unc t i on should be c a l l e d
43 ∗ every time ” void loop ( ) ” execute s . the func t i on w i l l dec ide f o r i t s e l f whether
a new
44 ∗ pid Output needs to be computed . r e tu rn s t rue when the output i s computed ,
45 ∗ f a l s e when nothing has been done .
46 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
47 bool PID : : Compute ( )
48 {
49 i f ( ! inAuto ) re turn f a l s e ;
50 unsigned long now = m i l l i s ( ) ;
51 unsigned long timeChange = (now − lastTime ) ;
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52 i f ( timeChange>=SampleTime )
53 {
54 /∗Compute a l l the working e r r o r v a r i a b l e s ∗/
55 double input = ∗myInput ;
56 double e r r o r = ∗mySetpoint − input ;
57 ITerm+= ( k i ∗ e r r o r ) ;
58 i f ( ITerm > outMax) ITerm= outMax ;
59 e l s e i f ( ITerm < outMin ) ITerm= outMin ;
60 // double dInput = ( input − l a s t I npu t ) ; // should t h i s be dError ? see next l i n e
. . .
61 double dError = ( e r r o r − l a s tE r r o r ) ;
62
63 /∗Compute PID Output∗/
64 double output = kp ∗ e r r o r + ITerm− kd ∗ dError ; // dError was dInput
65
66 i f ( output < 0) output = abs ( output ) ; // ensure negat ive va lue s don ’ t get f o r c ed
to 0
67 i f ( output > outMax) output = outMax ;
68 e l s e i f ( output < outMin ) output = outMin ;
69 ∗myOutput = output ;
70
71 /∗Remember some va r i a b l e s f o r next time ∗/
72 // l a s t I npu t = input ;
73 l a s tE r r o r = e r r o r ;
74 lastTime = now ;
75 r e turn t rue ;
76 }
77 e l s e re turn f a l s e ;
78 }
79
80 /∗ SetTunings ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
81 ∗ This func t i on a l l ows the c o n t r o l l e r ’ s dynamic performance to be adjusted .
82 ∗ i t ’ s c a l l e d automat i ca l l y from the cons t ructor , but tun ings can a l s o
83 ∗ be adjusted on the f l y during normal opera t i on
84 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
85 void PID : : SetTunings ( double Kp, double Ki , double Kd)
86 {
87 i f (Kp<0 | | Ki<0 | | Kd<0) re turn ;
88
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89 dispKp = Kp; dispKi = Ki ; dispKd = Kd;
90
91 double SampleTimeInSec = ( ( double ) SampleTime ) /1000 ;
92 kp = Kp;
93 k i = Ki ∗ SampleTimeInSec ;
94 kd = Kd / SampleTimeInSec ;
95
96 i f ( c o n t r o l l e rD i r e c t i o n ==REVERSE)
97 {
98 kp = (0 − kp ) ;
99 k i = (0 − k i ) ;




104 /∗ SetSampleTime ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
105 ∗ s e t s the per iod , in Mi l l i s e conds , at which the c a l c u l a t i o n i s performed
106 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
107 void PID : : SetSampleTime ( i n t NewSampleTime)
108 {
109 i f (NewSampleTime > 0)
110 {
111 double r a t i o = ( double )NewSampleTime
112 / ( double ) SampleTime ;
113 k i ∗= ra t i o ;
114 kd /= r a t i o ;




119 /∗ SetOutputLimits ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
120 ∗ This func t i on w i l l be used f a r more o f t en than Set InputLimits . whi l e
121 ∗ the input to the c o n t r o l l e r w i l l g e n e r a l l y be in the 0−1023 range ( which i s
122 ∗ the d e f au l t a lready , ) the output w i l l be a l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t . maybe they ’ l l
123 ∗ be doing a time window and w i l l need 0−8000 or something . or maybe they ’ l l
124 ∗ want to clamp i t from 0−125. who knows . at any rate , that can a l l be done
125 ∗ here .
126 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
127 void PID : : SetOutputLimits ( double Min , double Max)
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128 {
129 i f (Min >= Max) re turn ;
130 outMin = Min ;
131 outMax = Max;
132
133 i f ( inAuto )
134 {
135 i f (∗myOutput > outMax) ∗myOutput = outMax ;
136 e l s e i f (∗myOutput < outMin ) ∗myOutput = outMin ;
137
138 i f ( ITerm > outMax) ITerm= outMax ;




143 /∗ SetMode ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
144 ∗ Allows the c o n t r o l l e r Mode to be s e t to manual (0 ) or Automatic ( non−zero )
145 ∗ when the t r a n s i t i o n from manual to auto occurs , the c o n t r o l l e r i s
146 ∗ automat i ca l l y i n i t i a l i z e d
147 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
148 void PID : : SetMode ( i n t Mode)
149 {
150 bool newAuto = (Mode == AUTOMATIC) ;
151 i f ( newAuto == ! inAuto )
152 { /∗we j u s t went from manual to auto ∗/
153 PID : : I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
154 }
155 inAuto = newAuto ;
156 }
157
158 /∗ I n i t i a l i z e ( ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
159 ∗ does a l l the th ing s that need to happen to ensure a bumpless t r a n s f e r
160 ∗ from manual to automatic mode .
161 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
162 void PID : : I n i t i a l i z e ( )
163 {
164 ITerm = ∗myOutput ;
165 l a s t I npu t = ∗myInput ;
166 i f ( ITerm > outMax) ITerm = outMax ;
154
167 e l s e i f ( ITerm < outMin ) ITerm = outMin ;
168 }
169
170 /∗ Se tCon t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on ( . . . ) ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
171 ∗ The PID w i l l e i t h e r be connected to a DIRECT act ing proce s s (+Output l e ad s
172 ∗ to +Input ) or a REVERSE act ing proce s s (+Output l e ad s to −Input . ) we need to
173 ∗ know which one , because otherw i se we may i n c r e a s e the output when we should
174 ∗ be dec r ea s ing . This i s c a l l e d from the con s t ruc to r .
175 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
176 void PID : : S e tCon t r o l l e rD i r e c t i on ( i n t D i r e c t i on )
177 {
178 i f ( inAuto && Di r e c t i on != c o n t r o l l e rD i r e c t i o n )
179 {
180 kp = (0 − kp ) ;
181 k i = (0 − k i ) ;
182 kd = (0 − kd ) ;
183 }
184 c o n t r o l l e rD i r e c t i o n = Di r e c t i on ;
185 }
186
187 /∗ Status Funcions ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
188 ∗ Just because you s e t the Kp=−1 doesn ’ t mean i t a c t ua l l y happened . the se
189 ∗ f un c t i on s query the i n t e r n a l s t a t e o f the PID . they ’ re here f o r d i sp l ay
190 ∗ purposes . t h i s are the f unc t i on s the PID Front−end uses f o r example
191 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
192 double PID : : GetKp ( ) { r e turn dispKp ; }
193 double PID : : GetKi ( ) { r e turn dispKi ;}
194 double PID : : GetKd ( ) { r e turn dispKd ;}
195 i n t PID : : GetMode ( ) { r e turn inAuto ? AUTOMATIC : MANUAL;}
196 i n t PID : : GetDirect ion ( ) { r e turn c o n t r o l l e rD i r e c t i o n ;}
Listing 8: PID Library - PID v1.cpp
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Appendix C TREE Keyboard Controls
NOTE: Arduino Serial Monitors must be set to “Insert Newline Character” and “>” must
precede any message/command intended for the Arduino Due (Tendril branches). Keyboard tem-
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